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The Origins of Aristotle's Concept of 'BVepYB\CX:
'BVepYB\CX and A{)VCXJl.\~l
Stephen Menn

Aristotle' s philosophy makes crucial use of the distinction between being as
potentiality (OuvaJltC;) and being as actuality (evEpyEta, ev'tEAEXEta). The separate intelligible substances are pure actuality, but sensible substances involve
both actuality and potentiality, and Aristotle uses this distinction to analyze the
status of sensible things. Indeed, Aristotle uses the actuality-potentiality distinction to secure the very possibility of a science of physics, by explaining the possibility of coming-to-be, and resolving the contradictions that Plato, following the
Eleatics and Sophists, had detected in changeable things. Those who think that
'contradictories and contraries occur simultaneously' , Aristotle says, 'have come
to this opinion from the sensibles, for they see that contraries come-to-be out of
the same thing: so if it is not possible for what is not to come-to-be, the preexisting thing was both' (Metaphysics l009a22-26). Although these people are somehow right that the sensibles are both being and not-being, Aristotle saves the
principle of contradiction: 'for being is said in two ways, so that there is a way in
which something can come to be out of what is not, and a way in which it cannot,
and the same thing can be simultaneously being and not-being, but not in the
same way: for the same thing can be the contraries simultaneously in potentiality,
but not in actuality' (l009a32-36).
I propose to elucidate Aristotle' s potentiality-actuality distinction by investigating the origins of this distinction. I consider both the pre-Aristotelian (especially Platonic) conceptual resources and the origins of the conception in
Aristotle' s own thought: the problems that led hirn to formulate the distinction
and the stages through which it developed. But in seeking origins, we must be
clear from the start that Aristotle is (and knows that he is) the first formulator of
this distinction, however much he may have been stimulated by the work of earlier philosophers. We must not confuse the distinction between actuality and
potentiality, two senses of being, with the distinction between form and matter,
two kinds of cause: although Aristotle believes that the matter of X must be
something that is X potentially, he regards this not as a tautology but as a new
and important principle goveming the assignment of material causes. 2
1 There will be a sequel, 'The Origins of Aristotle's Concept of Evepyeux: Evepyeux and
Ktvll(nc;'. I would like to thank John Cooper, the editor of Ancient Philosophy, and an anonymous
reader, for helpful comments on earlier versions ofthe present paper.
2 Aristotle thinks that Plato posited a single material principle for all things; Aristotle stresses,
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Although Aristotle repeatedly credits Plato with the matter-form distinction, he
never credits hirn with the potentiality-actuality distinction, and he implies that
Plato did not have this distinction. At the beginning of Physics i 9, having given
his own solution to Parmenides' challenge to the possibility of coming-to-be,
Aristotle says that 'some others [Plato] have also touched on [matter], but not
sufficiently' (191 b35-36); part of the insufficiency is that 'it seems to them that if
it is one in number, it must also be only one ÖUVaJ..lEl; but this differs a great deal'
(192al-3). In effect Aristotle is saying that Plato did not have the concept of
being ÖuvaJ..lEl: for if a single thing cannot be ÖuVaJ..lEl anything other than the
thing it actually is, the concept of being ÖuvaJ..lEl collapses into the concept of
actual being. Plato defies Parmenides, and says that a thing X may come-to-be
from not-being; Aristotle agrees, but insists that Plato has not properly explained
the kind of not-being from which X can come-to-be: X must come-to-be, not
from absolute not-being, but from some Y that exists not as X but as X potentially. Using the new concept ofbeing ÖUVaJ..lEl, Aristotle can declare a new solution to the problem of coming-to-be: 'all things come-to-be out of what is, but out
of what is ÖuvaJ..lEl, and is not EVEPYEi~' (Meta. 1069b19-20).
Plato uses ÖuvaJ..lEl adverbially only once, and there the diagonal is 'ÖuvaJ..lEl
two feet', two feet 'in square' (Statesman 266b3, cf. Ka'tcl ÖuvaJ..llv at Timaeus
54b4-5). When Aristotle speaks of 'to ov ÖUVaJ..lEl, he is not referring back to an
already established adverbial sense of ÖUVaJ..lEl; he must be referring to some
available sense of the noun ÖuvaJ..ll~, and using the concept of ÖuvaJ..ll~ to draw
out the deeper conception of being ÖUVUj..lEl as a way of being. Discarding clearly
irrelevant senses (like 'square'), \vhat Plato means by ÖUVaJ..ll~ is 'active or passive power': he proposes, as if equivalently, that the mark of being is ÖUvaJ..ll~
(Sophist 247e3-4), or that every real being must have some ÖUvaJ..ll~ El't' Ei~ 'to
1t01EtV ... Et't' Ei~ 'to 1ta8EtV (247d8-e1). Aristotle hirnself regards these powers to
move or to be moved as the original meaning of ÖuvaJ..ll~ and the strictest sense
of the term (Meta. ix 1.1045b35-1 046a2). Indeed, when Aristotle reviews the different senses of ÖuvaJ..ll~ in Metaphysics v 12, he makes no mention at all of 'to
ov ÖUvaj.iEl, and derives all non-equivocal senses of ÖuvaJ..ll~ from the powers to
move and to be moved: although other things, including 'what is not necessarily
false', are also called Öuva'ta, 'these are not Öuva'ta according to a ÖuvaJ..ll~; the
things which are called [Öuva'ta] according to a ÖuvaJ..ll~ are all so-called with
reference to the primary [sense of ÖUVaJ..ll~], which is a principle of change in
another or in [the thing itself] qua other' (1019b34-1020a2). Similarly in Metaphysics ix Aristotle says that all other senses of ÖUVaJ..ll~ must be derived from
this primary sense (1046a4-16); how then will he derive the concept of 'to OV
against Plato, that it is necessary to posit 'some appropriate (oiKEta) matter for each thing' (Meta.
l044a17-18), i.e., that 'we must posit for each thing what is potentially it' (1089b15-16). The context
of the latter assertion shows that Aristotle thinks the Academics have not followed this principle in
looking for a single material principle: there is no one matter that could be potentially substance,
potentially quality, etc., and the Academics have not claimed that their matter is potentially all these
things, or potentially anything.
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Öuva~Et?

An active or passive power is a principle that is able to do or suffer something;
and we might suppose that Aristotle, by reflecting on Öuv<X~t<; as the ability to do
or suffer, isolates the more fundamental notion of ability-in-general, and extends
Öuv<X~t<; and the Öuv<X'tov by analogy, from the ability (or what is able) to do or
suffer, to the ability (or what is able) to be. But even if Aristotle did generalize
the concept of Öuv<X~t<; in this way (and we should be suspicious of this assumption, given the denial of such a generalization in Metaphysics v 12), this by itself
will not provide us an adequate account of Aristotle' s ways of speaking about
Öuv<X~t<;: in particular, it leaves it unclear how the term opposed to the various
senses of Öuv<X~t<; comes to be EVEPYEt<X.
The problem has several aspects. In the first place, the origins of the word
EVEpyEt<X are obscure. As far as we know, Aristotle invented it: eVEpyEt<X and
EVEpyEtV do not occur in Plato or in the fragments of the Old Academics, and the
dictionary cites no earlier uses. 3 Yet Aristotle seems to assurne that his readers
(or hearers) understand what the word means. This is not by itself so disturbing:
the Greek language was expanding its philosophical vocabulary, and perhaps this
word (coined by Aristotle or by someone else) had become current in the
Academy. What is worse is that the etymology of the word is unconnected with
the meaning 'actuality', and suggests instead the meaning 'activity': and this latter is in fact the only meaning in which eVEpyEt<X, EVEPYEtV occur in any writers
except Aristotle and those obviously influenced by him. 4 Furthermore, in addition to eVEpYEt<X, Aristotle uses another word to mean 'actuality', namely
EV'tEAEXEt<X, and this term is agreed to be Aristotle's own coinage. Why should
Aristotle have invented two new words for actuality, or (if the term eVEpYEt<X
already existed), why did he both create a new word for actuality, and then also
(side by side with his new 'clean' technical term) use for 'actuality' a word
which already had the different meaning 'activity'?
Beyond the problem of the origin of the words, EVEPYEt<X seems to be ambiguous in Aristotle hirnself between 'actuality' and 'activity', whereas ev'tEAEXEt<X
always means 'actuality'. Aristotle says in Metaphysics ix 3 that 'the name
3 Only one treatise in the Hippocratic Corpus, the Diseases 0/ Women, uses the verb EVEpyEtV.
Since the word is not a technical term of gynecology, the presence of the word exdusively in this
treatise would suggest a late date for the treatise. (I do not know what other evidence there may be for
dating this treatise.)
4 It is important to be dear, however, that EvepYEu:x 'activity' does not imply 'action' as opposed
to 'passion': there are both active or productive activities (making or affecting something) and passive
or receptive activities (suffering something, and so becoming something), corresponding to the active
and passive Öuva~Et~; sensation, Alistotle's most frequent example of EvepYEHx, is a passion, not an
action. The unfortunate homophony between activity-versus-passivity and activity-versus-capability
is an inheritance from Latin, and does not occur in Aristotelian Greek. (In later Greek, however,
EVEpyEtV can connote activity as opposed to passivity: ~ EVEPYTlttlCl, Öta8Ecrt~ in the grammarians is
the active voice of averb, contrasted with;, 1tCX811ttKi) Öta8Ecrt~, the passive voice.) In what follows it
should be clear when 'active' means 1totouv-versus-1tacrxov and when it means EVEpyouv-versus-

Öuva~Evov.
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EVEpyEtU, which is applied to EV'tEAEXEtU (~ TtpOC; 'tl,V EV'tEAEXEtUV
crUV'tt8EJ..lEV11), has been extended to other things especially from motions, for it
is motion which appears especially to be EVEPYEtU' (1047a30-32). Aristotle
thinks that this appearance is deceptive, both because there are EVEpyEtUt in the

strict 'activity' sense (e.g., God's operation on the heaven of fixed stars) which
involve no motion on the part of the EVEpyouv, and because he thinks that the
name EVEpyEtU can properly be applied to actual existence (EV'tEAEXEtU) in all
categories including substance, which is certainly not a motion; but Aristotle
thinks nonetheless that the most manifest instances of EVEPYEtU are motions, and
that his predecessors have succumbed to the natural temptation to identify
EVEpyEtU with motion. 5 So Aristotle begins from a concept of EVEpyEtU as activity (the sort of activity that suggests motion, even if it does not strictly imply it)
and extends it by some analogy to include actuality in all categories, whereas he
uses EV'tEAEXEtU only for 'actuality'. He opposes both of them, however, equally
to ÖUVUJ..ltC; without any terminological distinction between two different kinds of
ÖUVUJ..ltC;.

If we turn to Bonitz' Index Aristotelicus for clarification on the relations of the
terms EVEpyEtU, EV'tEAEXEtU, and ÖUVUJ..ltC;, we find only puzzlement. Bonitz first
suggests that 'Aristotle distinguishes EV'tEAEXEtU from EVEpyEtU in such a way
that EVEpyE1U signifies the action by which something passes from possibility to
full and complete reality, and EV'tEAEXEtU signifies this completeness itself'; but
he concludes that 'it is evident from Aristotle' s constant practice that this distinction is not maintained, and tbat botb names are used promiscuously' , and be suggests that 'this can perhaps be explained from the ambiguity of the word
EVEPYEtU', i.e., its fIuctuation between the senses of 'activity' and 'actuality'
(Bonitz 1870, s.v. EV'tEAEXE1U).6 But Bonitz offers no explanation for how the
senses of 'actuality' and 'activity' are connected, and merely notes that
Ev'tEAeXEtU, like EvepyEtU, is opposed to ÖUVUJ..ltC;, and that the two words are fre5 So, in the immediate continuation of the quote from Metaphysics ix 3, Aristotle says that 'for
this reason they do not attribute KtVEtcrSUt to non-existents, whereas they do attribute other predicates, e.g., that non-existents are thought and desired, but not that they are moved; and this is because
they are not in EvepYEtU, and they would be in EvepYEtU [if they were moved]' (1047a32-bl). The
'they' who do not attribute motion to non-existents are Plato, and the reference is to the fifth hypothesis of the second part of the Parmenides, esp. 162c6ff.; Aristotle is implying that the only EvepYEtU
Plato could imagine was motion, since motion is the only predicate Plato sees fit to deny to things
which are not in EvepYEtu. Aristotle is not necessarily attributing a use of the word 'EvepYEtU' to his
predecessors; as I have noted, we have no evidence of any pre-Aristotelian use of the word. Nonetheless, it seems defensible to say that Plato assumed that all activity was motion; this assumption was
continued by the Hellenistic philosophers, and (as I will argue in the sequel to this paper) was shared
by Aristotle hirnself at one stage in his thought.
6 Cf. Michael of Ephesus (the pseudo-Alexander) on the Metaphysics ix 3 passage about
EvepYEtU and Ev'tEAeXEtu: 'EvepYEtU is said in two ways, in one way the ends themselves (for the end
of whitening, Le., the white, in which whitening ceases and rests, is called EvepYEtU, and in the same
way the ends of the other KtV~crEt~ are called EvepYEtUt, but these are what he [Aristotle] especially
calls Ev'tEAeXEtUt)-So in one way EvepYEtU is said of these things, but in another way the K{Vllcrt~
itself is called EvepYEtu' (Alexander In Aristotelis Metaphysica Commentaria 573).
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quently substituted for each other. But surely there must be some intimate connection between Aristotle' s conceptions of activity and actuality, if Aristotle
freely uses the one term EvepyEtU for the two concepts, and the one term ÖUVUJ.1t<;
for their opposite. There are two immediately plausible ways of reconstructing a
connection between actuality and activity: the first way reduces activity to actuality, and makes 'actuality' the English equivalent of EVEPYEtU, by making activity a special case of actuality (a man is engaged in the activity of thinking when'
he is actually thinking, merely capable of thinking when it is merely possible that
he should think);7 the second way reduces actuality to activity, and makes 'activity' the English equivalent of EvepyEtU, by interpreting the actual existence of a
thing (in any category including substance) as itself an activity, in the Thomist
phrase an 'act of being'.8 Either view can admit that Aristotle's starting-point for
thinking about EvepyEtU was a concept of activity (paradigmatically illustrated
by motion); then either (i) Aristotle recognizes by reflection on the concept of
activity that this is a special application of the more abstract modal concept of
7 Hoth Ross' translation ofthe Metaphysics (revised version in Harnes 1984) and Furth 1985 render EVEPYEtU by 'actuality' as consistently as they can, thus apparently conunitting themselves to the
view that EVEPYEtU in Aristotle primarily signifies a general modal concept, and means 'activity' only
by specialization. Furth' s vocabulary list gives for EVEPYEtU both 'actuality' (which is usually wrong)
and 'actualization' (which is always wrong) but not 'activity' (which is usually right).
8 So Kosman 1984 in his first footnote explaining his policy on translating the crucial terms:
although Kosman, as a matter of convention, will render EVEPYEtU by 'actuality', 'the text demands in
an enormous number of contexts that "energeia" be rendered as "activity" if the argument is to be
understood, though it equally demands 'actuality' in a great number of other contexts. I've tried to
avoid the common but unhappy solution of using different terms in different contexts because I think
it purchases felicity in the particular context at the cost of obscurity in the larger argument. If it were
not so cumbersome, we might want to use "actuality-activity" throughout, or if it were not so barbadc, a neologism such as "activuality," or if it were not so historically and ideologically laden, the
simple Thomistic "act." The point of this paper is to argue that Thomas is right to see at the heart of
Aristotle's ontology the claim that actuality is activity, and that being therefore is act; in any case, I'd
like "activity" to be heard throughout my readings of "actuality", (121). In fact it is not easy to decide
to what extent Thomas interprets the 'act of being' as an activity, since Thomas sticks to the term
'actus' that he found in the Latin translations of Aristotle, and whose interpretation is precisely in
question. Thomas' position is somewhere on a continuum between the interpretation of Aristotle that
reduces activity to actuality and the interpretation that reduces actuality to activity; it is not dear
exactly where on this continuum Thomas is located, although it is plausible to put him near the 'activity' end, as Kosman does. I will not need to determine Thomas' precise position in this paper, since
my concern will be to argue against the assimilation between activity and actuality fundamental to
this whole continuum of interpretations of Aristotle. Thomas is committed, at amimimum, to the thesis that potentia in every proper signification denotes the subject that can receive some perfection or
completion, and that actus denotes the perfection that completes this subject; and Thomas says that
existence stands to essence as actus to potentia (see Summa Theologiae Part I, Q4al, ad 3, and especially De Potentia Q7a2, ad 9). So a non-existent object has some potency for existing, and when the
object actually exists this potency is fulfilled; the potency for existing must be somehow analogous to
the active and passive powers (e.g., of fire to heat and of a stone to be heated), and actual existence
must be analogous to the exercise of these powers (i.e., to the active activity of heating and the passive activity of being heated, which perfect or complete these powers); how precise the analogy is,
and whether the actus of existence would itself be properly described in English as an activity, may
be left open.
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actuality, which may be called EvepyEHx from its most obvious case; or (ii) Aristotle recognizes, by reflection on the existence of different kinds of things, that
actual existence in each case consists in the appropriate activity, that 'to be for
living things is to live' (De anima 415bI3), so that every actuality is an instance
of EvepYEHx.
In what folIows, I will try to trace the origins of Aristotle' s concept of
EvepyEHx, and to show how, starting from a concept of EVEpyEHX as activity, Aristotle develops the new conception of the opposition of being-in-potentiality and
being-in-actuality. The concept of activity remains fundamental, and never
becomes a specialization of an abstract concept of actuality; at the same time,
while the concept of actuality is derivative from the concept of activity, actuality
is not an instance of activity, and there is no 'act of being'. By setting Aristotle's
works in their historical and (so far as possible) developmental context, I hope to
elucidate Aristotle's distinctive and surprising way of approaching questions of
actuality and potentiality, beginning from the concept of activity, particularly as
it occurs in ethics, psychology and the theory of knowledge.
A. The original concept of EvepyEHx as activity
We can best understand the development of Aristotle's concepts of ÖUVUJlt<;,
EvepyEtU, and Ev'tEAeXEtU, by beginning with his earliest works, which remain
close to the terminology of Plato and the Academy. I will accept Ingemar
Düring's reconstruction of the Protrepticus as substantially correct, and as giving
the earliest work of Aristotle to have survived to any significant extent. 9 The
extant fragments of the Protrepticus use the noun ÖUVUj.lt<; 14 times, and forms
of the verb Öuvucr8ut another 14 times. Disregarding one passage where
'ÖUVUJlt<;' apparently means political power (B98), and four where 'Öuvu'tov'
just means 'possible' (B 31, 41, 57, 71), Aristotle is always referring to apower
of the soul, generally apower of theoretical or practical cognition: beyond the
basic 'living', the examples are sensing and especially seeing, intellectual contemplation (<ppOVEtV), the virtues, and arts such as medicine. In calling such
things ÖuvaJlEt<;, Aristotle is close to Academic texts like the pseudo-Platonic
Definitions, which use ÖUVUJlt<; as the genus for prudence, continence, piety,
knowledge, and education. But although the Protrepticus is interested primarily
in psychic ÖuvaJlEt<;, Aristotle considers these as instances of the general Platonic notion of a ÖuvuJlt<; Et't' Ei<; 'to 1totEtV Et't' Ei<; 'to 1tU8EtV. Thus Aristotle
notes that understanding and seeing and the like are said 'either through 1tOtEtV or
through 1tacrXEtv' (B81); and when he explains how a secondary sense of 'living'
is derived from the primary sense, he says that the person who lives in the secondary sense is 'such as to 1tacrXEtv or 1tOtEtv in that particular way (EKEtVm<;)'
(B83), presupposing that, when we speIl out the primary sense of living, it will be
some particular variety either of 1totEtV or of 1tacrXEtv.
Where the Protrepticus goes beyond Plato is not in its use of ÖuvuJlt<; but in its
9

I will cite the Protrepticus according to Düring' s edition (Düring 1961).
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use of the novel tenn EvepyEtU, which (with the verb EVEpyEtV) occurs nine times
in extant fragments of the Protrepticus. But on examination we can see that
EvepyEtU does not yet have the meaning 'actuality', and that the Protrepticus represents only a first step toward Aristotle' s later doctrine of potentiality and actuality. Aristotle wishes to argue in the Protrepticus (as in later writings) that the
most desirable life is a life of knowledge or science (E1ttcr't~JlTÜ, not the bare possession of science but an EvepyEtU, the activity of contemplating (8EmpEtv). In
the Protrepticus, as elsewhere, Aristotle illustrates the difference between contemplating and merely having science by the contrast between waking and sleeping: this is an analogy and more than an analogy, since the geometer retains his
science, without contemplating, even when he is literally asleep. Aristotle builds
up an elaborate argument about the superiority of EvepyEtU on the opening sentence of B79: 'living ('to sflv) seems to be said in two ways, one in the sense of a
buvUJlt<; and the other in the sense of an EvepyEtU' .10 Since living is constituted
first by sensing, and then by analogous higher powers, Aristotle illustrates the
difference between the two ways of being alive by referring to the example of
sensation. 'For we call "seeing" both those animals which have sight and are naturally capable of seeing, even if they happen to have their eyes closed, and also
those animals which are using this capacity (xpmJlEvU 'tTI buvaJlEt) and directing
their vision towards something' (B79). Thus the difference between seeing in the
buvuJlt<;-sense and seeing in the EvepyEtU-Sense is explained as the difference
between merely possessing the buvuJlt<; of sight and using this buvuJlt<;: 'sensing
is twofold, principally using (xpflcr8ut) the senses but also being capable
(buvucr8ut)' (B80). Now one might think that Aristotle is speaking of use
(xpflcrt<;) simply as a vivid and metaphoric way of getting across what he means
by activity or actuality (EvepyEtu) in the case of a faculty like sensation: when we
are sensing in actuality, or engaging in the activity of sensing, we are then 'using'
our senses, as in English someone may be told to 'use your eyes' or 'use your
head'. But in fact this is quite inadequate to describe how Aristotle is thinking
about xpflcrt<; and EvepyEtu.
In fact Aristotle uses the words xpflcrt<; and EVEpyEtU, xpflcr8ut and EVEpyEtV,
interchangeably and all-but-synonymously; furthennore, it is xpflcrt<; that is the
original technical term for activity, EVEpyEtU having begun as an explanatory
synonym or alternate for xpflcrt<; before coming to displace it. In the Protrepticus
itself the words xpflcrt<; and xpflcr8ut are significantly more common than
EvepYEtU and EVEPYEtv, and Aristotle switches back and forth freely between the
two sets of tenns. 11 Where, as in the Protrepticus, EVEpyEtv is an alternate for
10 'x l(UtU Y' means 'x in the sense of "Y"', where 'X' in some circumstances means something different; the phrase may be taken as an abbreviation for 'X AEYOjlEVOV l(UtU Y'. So 1tEpl
OUOtUV tl,v l(Utu tOV Aoyov, 'about OUOtU in the sense of the AOYOc:,' (Meta. 1025b27-28); 0 l(UtU
<PpoVllOtV AEYOjlEVOc:, vouc:" 'vouc:, in the sense of "<PpoVllOtc:,''', contrasted with vouc:, in a different
sense (De anima 404b5).
11 Thus where B83 speaks of a person EVEpyroV tft 'tJuxft, B91 begins by speaking of 'tJuxftc:, XP11OEtc:" and then at the end of the fragment calls such a xpftOtc:, an EV€pyEtU. B79 contrasts the strong
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xpfloSat, it mimics the syntax of xpflo8at, taking a dative of the instrument or
power (typically \jIUXl1 or E1tto'tl1J.lll) which is being used. 12 Thus the Eudemian
Ethics says that '€1tto'taoSat and EiÖevat is twofold, one having and the other
xpfloSat 'tU €1tto'tl1J.lll' (1225bll-12); the Magna Moralia, making the same
point, says that '€1tto'taoSat is twofold, of which one is having E1tto't,1J.lll (for we
say that someone €1tto'ta'tat when he has €1tto'tl1J.l'1), and the other is already
€VEP'YE1v'tU €1tto'tl1J.lll' (1201b10-12). In what are apparently the earliest parts of
the corpus, Aristotle often uses XPll0t~ where later €vep'YEta would be the technical term: in these early texts his habit is to alternate between xpflot~ and
€vep'YEta, or to link the two terms together. So in Eudelnian Ethics ii XPll0t~ and
€vep'YEta alternate almost indifferently, with xpflOt~ Kat €vep'YEta at 1219b2;
Physics vii has xpflot~ Kat €VepyEta three times, EVEP'YEta alone once (244b 11),
and xpflot~ alone once (247b16), to indicate the activity-sense of knowledge by
contrast with the ability-sense. l3 The Magna Moralia, like the Protrepticus, uses
xpflot~ and €VEpyEta, alternating or conjoined, in arguing that 'the xpflot~ is
more choiceworthy than the possession (E~t~), for the xpflot~ and €VepYEta is an
end, and the possession is for the sake of the xpflot~' (MM i 3).14 When the Topics contrasts two senses of aioSavEOSat and of €1tto'taoSat, these are called
atoS"otv EXEtV and aioSl10Et xpfloSat, E1ttO'tl1J.lllv EXEtV and E1tto'tl1J.lll
xpfloSat, without mention of €VEpyEta (Topics v 2); but while Topics iv 4 contrasts ÖUVaJ.lEt~ with XPl10Et~, the following chapter contrasts E~Et~ with
€vep'YEtat, and Topics iv 4 itself suggests that 'the xpi10t~ is an Evep'YEta'.
If Aristotle originally introduced the word EVEpyEtU as an alternative term for
xpflot~, we can describe more accurately what the word means. The original
Aristotelian meaning of EvepyEta is clearly 'activity' rather than 'actuality', but
'activity' is not precise enough: 'exercise' is better. My EvepyEta of something is
my XP110t~ of that thing, my putting-to-work of some power or instrument that I
sense of knowing as XPlla8at 'tft OuvallEt with the weaker sense of KEK'tlla8at 'tT,v OuValltV Kat 'tT,V
E7tta't~llllv EXEtV, and B81 similarly contrasts 0 XproIlEVOC; with 0 'tT,v E7tta't~llllv EXrov, but B83, making exactly the same point and relying on what has gone before, contrasts the waking man to the
sleeper as 0 EVEpyrov 'tft 'Vuxft to 0 IlOVOV EXrov; B84 goes back to the more usual xp~a8at.
12 In later writings Aristotle speaks not of EVEpyEtV 'tft E7tta't~llll (or 'tft apE'tft) but of EvepyEtV
Ka'ta. 'tT,v E7tta't~llllv (or 'tT,v apE't~v).
13 These are passages where Aristotle uses XPllatC; in contexts (of knowing etc.) where based on
Aristotle's own later usage we have come to expect EvepyEta; he also, in early writings, uses
EvepYEta where we would expect XPllatc;. Thus in Rhetoric i 5 he says that being-wealthy (7tAOU'tEtV)
consists 'in XPllatC; rather than in KEK'tlla8at: for it is the EvepyEta and XPllatC;' of acquired goods
(1361a23-25). This shows that Aristotle originally introduced EvepYEta as a supplementary synonym
for XPllatC; in all of its uses, whether it is (as usual) a question of XPlla8at some knowledge or (as
here) of XPlla8at extemal goods.
14 Similarly, in the same treatise Aristotle says that since happiness is an EvepYEta, reading a
treatise on ethics is not enough to guarantee happiness: 'in this case too knowing these things does not
provide the XPllatc; (for, as we say, happiness is an EvepYEta), but only the E~tC;, and happiness is not
in knowing the things-from-which [happiness results], rather happiness results from having used
them. It does not belong to this treatise to provide the XPllatC; and the EvepYEta of these things, for
neither does any other science provide the XPllatC;, but only the E~tC;' (MM ii 10).
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already possessed but had not been using, as I put my eyes to work when I open
them. If Aristotle first introduces EvepyEHx to supplement xpftOt~, then all-butabandons xpftOt~ for EvepyEHx, this is because he found xpftOt~ too awkward to
use as a technical term: perhaps because xpflot~ too immediately suggests
xpno{~ ttVO~, while EvepYEHx more easi1y designates the general class; perhaps
also because xpflot~ suggests that something is being used not for its own sake,
but as an instrument to some further end. 15 But xpftOt~ is much broader than the
English 'use', and often it does not carry this implication: xpfto8at tU texvn is to
practice a trade,16 and this is surely a model for what Aristotle means by the
xpftOt~ or EvepYEta of an E1ttOtllJll1.
We can make fuller sense of how Aristotle is thinking about ÖUVaJlEt~ (especially the ÖuvaJlEt~ of the soul) and their respective XPllOEt~ or EvepyEtat, if we
turn back to Plato. Though Plato does not have the words EvepYEta or EVEpyEtV,
he does draw a distinction between possession and use, and he argues, as will
Aristotle, that the use is more choiceworthy than the possession, that the possession is desirable for the sake of the use. Two key passages where Plato draws this
distinction, in the Euthydemus and Theaetetus, show us the origins of Aristotle' s
concept of xpftOt~ or EvepyEta, and confirm that xpftOt~ was the original Platonic
and Academic term, the term Aristotle himself must first have accepted as part of
the standard philosophical vocabulary, and that EvepyEta is Aristotle' s own later
alternative to this term.
At Euthydemus 280b5-282a6, Socrates gives protreptic arguments (the models
for the corresponding sections of Aristotle' s Protrepticus) to show that, while the
possession of good things is necessary if we are 'to be happy and to do well' , it is
not sufficient: the possession is necessary but not sufficient for the use (XpftOt~)
of goods, and the use is necessary for happiness (what is necessary and sufficient
is right use, guided by wisdom). To i1lustrate the distinction between mere possession and use, Plato contrasts the person who possesses food and drink but does
not use them with the person who eats and drinks; more suggestively, he contrasts the craftsman who has acquired all the instruments and materials necessary
for his EpyoV, but does not use them, with the craftsman who is practicing his
craft. Here Plato contrasts xpftOt~, not with EXEtv or E~t~, but with weaker terms
for possession: sometimes he says Etvat llJltV or 1tapEtVat llJltV, but most often
KEKtfto8at (once the aorist Kt"oacr8at), and when he wants a noun to contrast

15

The connection with XPT1<JtJlo~, useful, might give a 'merely utilitarian' connotation to

xpf1<Jt~: something is desirable-because-XPT1<JtJlOV if it is desirable-as-productive-of-other-goods. In

Metaphysics i 2 Aristotle says of those who sought wisdom that 'they pursued knowledge on account
of knowing, and not for the sake of any xpf1<Jt~' (982b20-2l); a few lines later Aristotle says, more
cautiously, that 'we are not seeking [wisdom] on account of any other XPEta.' (b24-25), but it is easy
to slip into saying that we are not seeking any xpft<Jt~ of wisdom at all. Aristotle's terminology of
E~t~ and xpft<Jt~ commits hirn to saying that we are seeking such a xpft<Jt~, and he says this in the
Protrepticus; but perhaps he later turned against this mode of expression, and so preferred Evepyeta..
(This is the suggestion of Cooper 1986, 73n99.)
16 So in Xenophon, at Memorabilia iii 10.1, Oeconomicus iv 4, Symposium iii 10.
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with xpi1crt~ he says K'tllcrt~. Since K'tucr8at is to acquire, K'tllcrt~ should mean
the act of acquisition, but in fact K'tllcrt~ very commonly means 'to KEK'tllcrSat,
the having-acquired, the possession, and this is how Plato means it here. In the
Euthydemus Plato avoids describing possession as E~t~, because of an ambiguity
in the word E~t~ that he describes in the Theaetetus passage on the use-possession distinction. While in the Euthydemus Plato is concerned (ostensibly) with
bodily goods, in the Theaetetus he is talking about knowledge. Although people
say that E1ttcr'tacrSat is E~t~ E1ttcr't"~l1~ (Tht. 197a8-bl), Plato proposes to say
instead that it is K'tllcrt~ E1ttcr't"~l1~ (b4). The difference is not obvious, since
K'tflcrt~ here means possession rather than acquisition: but Plato wants to
describe E1ttcr'tacrSat in the weaker sense (E1ttcr'tacr8at Ka'tcl Öuva~tv, as the
Protrepticus will call it), the sense in which even the sleeping geometer knows
geometry, and he says that this is better described as KEK'tllcr8at than as EXEtv .
For in one sense we may say that someone who has bought a cloak, but is not
now wearing it, has acquired the cloak but does not have it (197b9-10); and in
this sense the sleeping or distracted geometer does not have his E1ttcr't"~l1. Plato
compares the sciences to birds that someone might catch and then allow to fly
around in an enclosed space; while he does not have them in hand he may be said
not to have them, although they continue to belong to hirn. So Plato prefers not to
say (as Aristotle will) that the geometer always EXEt geometry, or to call the
knowledge that always belongs to him a E~t~.
But Plato is much closer to Aristotle than this would suggest, because he recognizes that EXEtV has two senses, and that in the weaker sense the geometer does
always have his science. Thus at Euthydemus 277e-278a, in response to the
sophistical argument that a science cannot be leamed either by those who already
have the science nor by those who do not already have it, Plato distinguishes
between two kinds of learning, one 'when someone originally having (EXroV) no
E1ttcr't"~l1 about some object afterwards grasps the E1ttcr't"~l1', the other 'when,
already having (EXroV) the E1ttcr't"~l1, he looks around for this E1ttcr't"~11 in order
to practice (1tPU't'tEtV) or describe (AEyEtV) this same object'. Clearly the person
who, in this passage, already has an E1ttcr't"~l1, but must 'learn' it in the sense that
he must retrieve it, is the same person who, in the Theaetetus, has already captured the birds but does not have them in hand, and must 'hunt' them indoors to
take hold of them again. While in the Theaetetus Plato describes this person as
KEK'tll~Evo~ but not EXrov, in the Euthydemus he is willing to describe the person
as EXrov, thus recognizing that eXEtV has a weak sense in which it may be identified with KEK'tllcrSat and contrasted with xpftcrSat. Indeed, he recognizes this
weaker sense of EXEtV even in the Theaetetus passage itself, for he says that the
person who has caught the birds 'in one way always has them, because he has
acquired them ... but in another way does not have any of them, but he has gained
(1tapaYEyovEVat au'tep) a Öuva~t~ over them' (197c4-8), enabling hirn to 'hunt'
the birds ('learn' the E1ttcr't,,~at) whenever he wants to take hold of them again.
Putting the Theaetetus and Euthydemus passages together, we can see how Aristotle in the Protrepticus and in other early writings would have taken up the dis-
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tinetion between xpflcrt<; on the one hand, and E~t<; (in the sense of K'tflcrt<;) on the
other; we see why, despite the oeeasional bodily illustrations, he would be most
eoneerned with the xpflcrt<; and E~t<; of knowledge, whieh yield a stronger and a
weaker sense of E1ttcr'tacr8at; and we see why, taking up the argument of the
Euthydemus, he would argue that, ifhappiness eonsists in knowing, it must be the
xpflcrt<; and not the mere possession.1 7
We ean also understand more elearly Aristotle's language of Öuva)..u<; and E~t<;.
The pseudo-Platonie Definitions use these two terms more-or-Iess interehangeably, and Aristotle is willing in the Protrepticus to use either terminology to
express the weaker eondition presupposed by xpflcrt<; or EvepYEta. The noun E~t<;
oeeurs only in B40 and B67, in eaeh ease alternating with a synonymous
ÖuvaJlt<; in the same short fragment; we learn more from the uses of the eognate
verb EXEtV. As we noted above, Aristotle repeatedly eontrasts EXEtV, possessing,
with xpflcr8at or EVEpyElv, exereising (twiee in B79, onee eaeh in B81 and B83);
and the mere possession without use eonsists in a Öuvacr8at, a being-eapable.
Thus the weaker sense of living or sensing is ealled Ka'tu ÖuvaJltv in B79, and 'to
Öuvacr8at twiee in B80, and animals that possess sight are those that are capable
of seeing (Öuva'tu iÖElv, B79). The possession is a Öuvacr8at beeause what is
possessed, then subsequently exereised, is a ÖuvaJlt<;, following Plato's remark
that the person who 'has' the birds only in the weaker sense has a ÖuvaJlt<; over
them: thus at B79 the weak sense of knowing is 'to have aequired the ÖuvaJlt<;
and to possess the E1ttcr't~Jlll', while the strong sense of seeing is 'to use the
ÖuvaJlt<;'. The opposition between E~t<; or Öuva)..lt<; on the one hand and xpflcrt<;
or EvepyEta on the other remains a major theme in the treatises of the Corpus
Aristotelicum: thus the Eudemian Ethics divides the things whieh exist in the soul
into 'E~Et<; or ÖUVel)..lEt<;' on the one hand and 'evepyEtat and motions' on the
other (1218b36-7), and it eontinues the argument of the Protrepticus about the
superiority of the EVEpyEta or xpflcrt<; to the mere possession of the ÖuvaJlt<;. In
the later Nicomachean Ethics Aristotle generally does not speak of the xpflcrt<; of
seienees or virtues, having largely replaeed the term by EvepyEta, but he maintains the same eontrast using E~t<; and EvepyEta;18 onee, in NE i 1098b31-33,
17 Another Platonic passage gives an even closer parallel with the Protrepticus' identification of
waking life with the XPT1at<; of the soul (or of sense and knowledge), and of happiness with the right
XPT1at<; of the soul (or of virtue). In the Clitophon Socrates is described as maintaining (as in the
Euthydemus) that 'whenever somebody does not know how to use (XPT1a8at) something, it is better to
refrain from the XPT1at<; of that thing' (407e8-9). He gives as examples the XPT1at<; of the eyes, the
ears, and the whole body, and then of a Iyre or any other öpyavov or K'tT1lla. 'And then your
[Socrates'] argument concludes that whoever does not know how to use his soul (",uxn... XPlla8at), it
is better for him to put his soul to rest and not to live, then to live acting on his own behalf (408a4-7);
if such a person must live, it is best for hirn to be a slave, and to put his soul at the disposal of someone who knows how to use it. The Clitophon' s ",uxn XPlla8at is the only parallel I know (outside
Aristotle hirnself) for the ",UXll<; XPTtaEt<; of Protrepticus B91; this strongly suggests that, if the Clitophon is not actually by Plato, it is at least Gld Academic, and (like the Protrepticus) reflects the
usage of the Academy in Plato' s lifetime.
18 As Kenny 1978, 68 observes, the concept of XPT1at<; is prevalent in the Eudemian Ethics
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Aristotle uses the terminology of xpflot<; alongside that of EVEP'YEtU: 'it makes no
small difference whether the best is taken to be in K'tflot<; or in xpflot<;, i.e. (Kui),
in E~t<; or in EV EP'YEtU' .
The implication of all this is that when Aristotle says that knowing (in the
weaker sense) is a E~t<;, he means that knowing is the E~t<; E1tto't~J..lll<;, the possession of a science, enabling the possessor (unless obstructed) to exercise that science when he desires. The language of E~t<; presupposes the aviary model of
knowing. The aviary passage from the Theaetetus does indeed deny that knowing
(in the weaker sense) is a E~t<; E1tto't~J..lll<;, but Plato simultaneously admits that
this knowing is a KEK'tfl08ut which is in one sense EXEtv and in another sense
not. Aristotle says the same, in a passage of Eudemian Ethics vi (= NE vii) where
he is arguing that incontinent action is incompatible with knowledge in the sense
of the xpflat<; or EVEP'YEtU, but compatible with knowledge in a weaker sense:
'again, having the E1ttO't~ J..lll happens to people in another way than what has
been described: for in having but not using we see that the E~t<; is different, so as
to be somehow both having and not having, as someone who is sleeping or mad
or drunk [has and does not have the science]' (1147al0-14), and 'we must say
that the incontinent "have" in the same way that these do' (a17-18).19 Thus
although Aristotle usually speaks of EXEtV or E~t<; in the weak sense, as something that is not an EV EP'YEtU, he (like Plato) is aware that there is also a stronger
(including NE v-vii = EE iv-vi), but largely absent in (the other books ot) the NE, while evepyeta is
considerably more common in the NE than in the EE or the common books. Kenny apparently does
not realize that XPllcrt~ and €V€PY€tCl are quasi-synonyms; nor does he recognize that xpflcrt~ is the
preferred term in uncontroversially early works like the Protrepticus, a fact that does very serious
damage to Kenny's claim that the EE and the three common books are later than the NE. lohn Cooper
had already noted the difference between the Eudemian and the Nicomachean usage of xpflcrt~ and
€VEpy€ta in Cooper 1986 (originally pubished in 1975), 73n99.
19 There are two difficulties in this text. (i) 'In having and not using' may mean 'within having
and not using', so that what follows will be true not for all who have and do not use, but only for some
of them, namely, those who are hindered from use. If this is what Aristotle means, then he is not making quite the same point as Plato about having and not having: Aristotle would be allowing more peopIe to 'have' unequivocally than Plato would, namely, all those who are not hindered from using,
whether they are using or not. (Hut in Physics viii 4 Aristotle rejects any distinction between 'having
but not using' and 'having but being hindered from using': the €XOOV €1ttcr'tTU1llv 'unless something
hinders him, €vepye'i and contemplates; otherwise he will be in the contradictory and in ignorance'
(255b4-5). So, though the sleeping geometer is more obviously hindered from geometrizing than the
geometer who is just thinking about literature, their situation must be really the same.) Even if the
passage is construed this way, Aristotle will still be making the same general point as Plato, namely,
that €Xetv sometimes means having-to-hand and sometimes means having-in-store, and that people
sometimes have €1ttcr't"~ll in the stronger sense and sometimes only in the weaker. This is all I need
for my argument. (ii) €X€tV 1tOO~ in line 13 and €X€tV o~oioo~ in line 17 might be taken as €X€tV intransitive with the adverb. I think this is wrong: the implied object is €1ttcr't"~ll, and Aristotle is asking in
what sense someone has or does not have it. It would be silly to translate €X€tv 1tOO~ Kat ~~ €X€tV as
'is and is not disposed in a given way'; but if we translate €X€tv as transitive here, we should also
translate €X€tV o~oioo~ transitively, 'have [knowledge] in the same way [as sleepers etc.]', since it
refers back to the earlier €X€tV 1tOO~. The Revised Oxford Translation (Harnes 1984) agrees with me on
the first but not the second instance; Irwin 1985 agrees with me on both.
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sense of EXEtV or E~t<;, an EXEtV Ka't' Evep'YEtav. Aristotle distinguishes these two
kinds of having in the chapter on E~t<; in Metaphysics v: 'E~t<; in one sense means
a certain Evep'YEta of the EXOV and the EXOJlEVOV ... as in the case of someone who
EXEt (wears) clothes and the clothes which are EXOJlEva (worn) there is a E~t<; in
between them' (1022b4-8); 'E~t<; in another sense means the disposition (OUX8EOt<;) according to which that which is disposed is well or ill disposed, either
toward another or toward itself: as health is a E~t<;, for it is a disposition of this
kind' (blO-12). Although this looks at first sight like a distinction between EXEtV
transitive 'to possess' and EXEtV intransitive with adverb, like Ota'ti8E08at 'to be
disposed' , Aristotle does not in fact seem to be aware of any such distinction. 20 If
the second kind of E~t<; came only from intransitive uses of EXEtv, the division
would be grossly inadequate, since the first kind of E~t<; applies only when someone EVEP'YEt, when he is actually wearing his clothes, not when he merely has
them in his closet. Having clothes without wearing them, which Plato prefers to
call a K't110t<; but which Aristotle is willing to call a E~t<;, is clearly a E~t<; of the
second kind, just as health iso The closest Aristotle comes to a transitive-intransitive distinction is the distinction within the second kind of E~t<;, between dispositions toward another and toward oneself: my having the clothes enables me to do
something to them (to wear them), while health perhaps enables me only to perform some internal activities and not to affect anything else. But Aristotle draws
this distinction only to note its irrelevance. Any verb of action or passion, when it
occurs in its E~t<;-sense rather than its Evep'YEta-Sense, denotes the disposition
according to which one is well disposed, i.e., enabled, to perform the correlative
Evep'YEta; and the sort of disposition according to which one is well disposed is
analyzed as having something, namely, having the relevant E~t<; or OuvaJlt<;.
Throughout the ethical works, when Aristotle describes virtues as E~Et<;, he is
asserting that they are K'tnOEt<;, possessions, and not merely that they are
Ota8eOEt<;, dispositions. 21 A E~t<; is, of course, a particular kind of Ot<i8EOt<;:
20 Besides this chapter on E~t<;, Metaphysics v also has aseparate chapter (23) distinguishing
four senses of EX€tV: every example Aristotle gives is transitive. Similarly for the somewhat different
account of EX€tV at the end of the Categories. It is not that Aristotle wants to stress that the verb is
transitive; the question of transitive or intransitive did not occur to hirn in those terms. The account of
verbs in the De interpretatione does not distinguish between transitive and intransitive verbs, except
in distinguishing between the existential and the copulative sense of €tvat: and tbis exception proves
the rule, for Aristotle would not have had to go to the length of denying that copulative €tvat signifies
anytbing if he had had the concept of a transitive verb whose meaning (though real) is incomplete
until its object is supplied. Aristotle certainly uses EX€tV intransitively with an adverb (and in other
intransitive constructions, e.g., EX€tv with infinitive 'to be able to ... '); but in each case he would be
willing to paraphrase it by a transitive construction.
21 I do not mean to deny that Aristotle's conception of virtue as a E~t~ is influenced by intransitive as weIl as transitive senses of EX€tV; but it is the transitive sense that is frrst connected with virtue
(it is the only sense we find in the Protrepticus), and it is the transitive sense that explains the E~t~
xpfl(jt~ or E~t~-EV€P'YEta distinction. It is easiest to understand virtues as possessions in the case of
intellectual virtues (the sciences), and these are the cases Aristotle is primarily tbinking of in the Protrepticus. "E~t~ also has a meaning clearly deriving from an intransitive sense of EXEtV, the medical
meaning 'good or bad condition of the body'; and Aristotle draws on tbis usage, as at EE 1220a24
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Aristotle approaches E~Et<; from this angle at Categories 8b27-9a13, and in
Eudemian Ethics ii 1 he defines apE't~ in general (not necessarily moral or intellectual virtue, but the excellence of any giyen kind of thing) as 'the best Ol(ieE(Jt~
or E~t~ or OUvcxJ..u~ of each of those things which have some xpfl(Jt~ or EPYOV'
(1218b38-1219al).22 But 01aeE(Jt~ is a uselessly general description: Aristotle
cites 'the best OtaeE(Jt~' only as a dialectical starting-point on the path to a scientific conception of the essence of virtue. 23 Ethical knowledge depends on recognizing that happiness is a xpfl(Jt~ or EVEPYEtCX, and that virtue is the thing which is
used or exercised; and to recognize this we must analyze the OtaeE(Jt~ that virtue
is as consisting in a E~t~, in the possession of something that can then be used.
Aristotle never anywhere describes a xpfl(Jt~ or EVEpyEtCX as being of a OtaeE(Jt~,
but only (following the model of the Euthydemus and Theaetetus) of a E~t~ or of
a thing possessed. The usual translations of E~t~ as 'habit' or 'state' have
obscured the dependence of Aristotle's ethics on the aviary model of knowledge
and virtue, and have thus made it mysterious what sort of things a E~t~ and an
EVEpyEtCX are supposed to be. So Irwin, who translates E~t~ as 'state', although
noting that its literal meaning is 'having, possession' , is bound to be taken aback
by a passage like Nicomachean Ethics vii 3 (= EE vi 3) saying that 'we say "to
know" in two ways, for both he who possesses and does not use the knowledge
where the EUE~tCX of the body is analogous to virtue in the soul (though he does not use E~t(; here, only
ÖUiSEOt<;), and in Meta. v 20 where health is an example of a E~t<;. But E~t<; is not very common in
this medical sense; E~t<; becomes a favored genus for virtues only in the pseudo-Platonic Definitions
and in Aristotle, and at least in Aristotle this is clearly because of its contrast with xpflcrt<; or
EvepYEtCX, which depends on the Ktllcrt<;-sense of E~t<; and has no medical antecedents (nor, apparently, any philosophical antecedents except the Euthydemus and Theaetetus passages I have cited,
which use only transitive senses of €XEtV). The medical metaphor is a significant part of the background for the discussion of the moral virtues as E~Et<;, although not for the intellectual virtues: cf.
especially NE ii 5 for a virtue as that according to which Ei) €X0J..lEV. But here too we have the virtue,
and the transitive sense of €XEtV analyzes the intransitive sense.
22 Aristotle's definition ofvirtue here is strikingly dose to some elements ofthe account given in
the pseudo-Platonic Definitions: virtue is 'the best OUX8Ecrt<;; a E~t<; of amortal animal which [sc.
E~t<;] is praiseworthy in itself; a E~t<; according to which the €XOV is said to be good; a just participation in the laws; a oux8Ecrt<; according to which the OtCXKEtJ..lEVOV is said to be perfecdy excellent; a
E~t<; productive of lawfulness' (411d1-4). The Definitions use E~t<;, oux8Ecrt<;, and OUVCXJ..lt<; interchangeably in defining the virtues, though E~t<; is the most common tenn; officially, E~t<; is a species
of OUX8Ecrt<;, 'a ÖtaSEcrt<; of the soul according to which some of us are said to be such' (414c8), and
OUVCXJ..lt<; is a species of E~t<;, a E~t<; according to which the possessor is OUVCXtOV (416a34-5). In EE ii
1, and in the other passages (there are not many) where Aristotle decribes a virtue or a vice as a
Ota8Ecrt<;, he is alluding to what must have been the common Academic maxim that virtue is 'the best
Ota8Ecrt<;' of a thing.
23 So explicitly at EE ii 1.1220a15-22: the result of the Academic dialectical definition of virtue
is 'as if we knew that health is the best Ota8Ecrt<; of the body and that Coriscus is the darkest man in
the marketplace: for we do not know what either of these is, but beillg thus is a contrlbution toward
knowing what they are,. Note, incidentally, that the Greeek Ota8Ecrt<; does not have the sense of
English 'disposition' that we use in saying that someone is 'disposed', Le., inclined, to act in a certain
way. This sense of the English word, spilling over to the Greek, helps to suggest that Aristotle is saying more than he really is when he calls virtue a Ota8Ecrt<;.
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and he who uses it are said to know' (1146b31-33). Irwin says that 'the literal
meaning of E~t<; is exploited at 1146b31' (Irwin 1985, Glossary, s.v. 'state'), and
he is bound to see this as a kind of play or pun; but in fact Aristotle is merely
restating the fundamental distinction of the Protrepticus that had introduced the
concept of E~t<;, probably not long before he wrote this passage of the Eudemian
Ethics. Irwin (and most other scholars) think that they are not in any difficulty
about the normal meaning of E~t<; in Aristotle's philosophy, because they can
explain E~t<; in terms of a general theory of OuvaJ.lt<; and EvepyEta. But if we
refuse to assume that we already understand Aristotle' s mature theory of
ouvaJ.lt<; and EvepyEta, and instead attempt to discover what this theory meant by
retracing how and why Aristotle constructed it, we are sent back to Aristotle' s
discussion of E~t<; and XPTlcrt<; in the Protrepticus, and to the Platonic background
of that work: this is, at least, the grain of sand around which the theory of
OuvaJ.lt<; and EvepyEta accreted. Aristotle's starting point is the Theaetetus image
of the aviary, and the Euthydemus image contrasting the craftsman who has
acquired the tools of his trade but does not use them with the craftsman who is
practicing his craft. The craftsman's E~t<; consists fundamentally in a ouvaJ.lt<;,
whether the craft in his soul or the powers residing in his öpyava; and what he
does when he finally makes these powers useful for himself is, as Plato calls it,
an Epyacria 'tE 1(at XPTlcrt<; (Euthydemus 281a2)-surely the likeliest origin we
can propose for the XPTlcrt<; 1(at EvepYEta of the Protrepticus and the Eudemian
Ethics.
B. EvepyEta and actuality
B.1. The old and the new senses of EvepyEta and ouvaJ.lt<;
According to the picture I have presented so far, Aristotle' s words OuvaJ.lt<;
and E~t<; indicate the bare possession of some active or passive power, while
XPTlcrt<; and EvepyEta indicate the exercise of such apower; the paradigm of a
OuvaJ.lt<; is the knowledge that a man of science possesses even while sleeping,
and the paradigm of an EvepyEta is the activity of contemplation that he engages
in when awake and not distracted. I think this is an adequate picture of Aristotle' s
thought on OuvaJ.lt<; and EVEpyEta through the time ofthe Eudemian Ethics, but it
is certainly not an adequate picture of Aristotle's thought on these subjects taken
as a whole. I have not mentioned the contrast between OuvaJ.lt<; as potentiality
and EvepYEta as actuality, or the contrast between OuvaJ.lt<; and E~t<;, or the term
Ev'tEAeXEta; neither does Aristotle, in the Protrepticus, Topics, Magna Moralia,
or Eudemian Ethics. 24 Can we develop this simple picture of Aristotle's startingpoints into an understanding of his complex later theory of OuvaJ.lt<;, EvepyEta,
and Ev'tEAeXEta?
We could integrate the power-activity distinction with the potentiality-actual24 There is a distinction between E~t(; and OuvaJlt~ drawn at EE 1220bl0-20, and expanded at
NE 1105b19-1106b13, but this seems to be a different distinction from that drawn in (for instance)
the De anima; possibly there is some connection, but the texts do not give us much help.
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ity distinction by means of what I will call 'the standard picture'. According to
this picture, standard already in the Greek commentators, Aristotle distinguishes
between potentiality (Öuva~l~) and actuality (EvEPYEla or EV'tEAEXEla) at each of
two levels, yielding two kinds of potentiality and two kinds of actuality. When
something is in first potentiality, it can come to be in first actuality, which is
identical with second potentiality; once something is in second potentiality, it can
next come to be in second actuality. This general picture has a specific application to the ethical theory of E~l~ and EVEPYEla: there is not a twofold but a threefold division of things in the soul into Öuva~El~, E~El~, and EVEPYElal, where
Öuva~l~ proper is first potentiality, E~l~ is first actuality and second potentiality,
and EVEPYEla proper is second actuality; a virtue is first actuality and second
potentiality, where the second actuality is the actual exercise of the virtue and the
first potentiality is the faculty whose good condition constitutes the virtue. 25 The
standard picture integrates the power-activity distinction and the potential-existence-actual-existence distinction by interpreting the former as separating second
potentiality from second actuality, the latter as separating first potentiality from
first actuality; by identifying second potentiality with first actuality it fits the two
distinctions together into a hierarchical structure, and by drawing an analogy
between the two levels of the structure it interprets the two distinctions as applications of a distinction between öuva~l~-in-generaland EvEPYEla-in-general.
While it seems most straightforward, on this picture, to render EVEPYEla-in-general as 'actuality' (first EVEPYEla is actually existing, second EVEPYEla is actuaUy
operating, and the adverb 'actually' is the common element), the standard picture
might also be filled out in the Thomistic manner, according to which actuality at
any level involves activity, so that EvePYEla-in-general could be translated by
'activity' as well as by 'actuality'.
The standard picture is not entirely false, but I think it is inadequate and misleading as a basis for understanding the way Aristotle thinks about Öuva~l~ and
EvepYEla. The philosophers who laid out this picture were trying to expound and
defend Aristotelian philosophy as a finished product; I want rather to understand
Aristotle' s thought about EVEPYEla and Öuva~l~ by retracing the process of its
formation, beginning with the power-activity distinction of the early works. By
retracing this process, we can see that the power-activity distinction always
remains fundamental for Aristotle, that it never becomes (as the standard picture
might suggest) a mere instance of a general conceptual scheme applying at different levels of the system. The Thomists are right to insist on the primacy of
EVEP'YEla-as-acti vity, but actuality is not a kind of activity; the relation of
EVEPYEla-as-Ev'tEAEXEla to the original concept of EVEPYEla-as-activity must be
understood in a less simple and direct way. To see how they can be related, we
25 For the standard picture in the Greek commentators, see Alexander of Aphrodisias Quaestiones iii 2-3 (in his Praeter Commentaria Scripta Minora pt. ii 81-86). The frrst sentence of this text
refers to the first ÖUVUI,lt~-second ÖUVUJ.lt~ distinction as if it were standardly known; Alexander
identifies EvepYEtU with 'tEAEt6tTl~, and this can occur at either of two levels: the virtues, as E~Et~, are
'tEAEt6't1l'tE~ of human nature, and the EvepYEtUt of the virtues add a further 'tEAEt6't1l~.
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must first call into question the standard picture of 'first' and 'second' potentiality and actuality.
The standard picture offers a reasonable systematization of Aristotle' s uses of
the terms ÖuvaJ.uc;, EVEpyEla, and EV'tEAEXEla, and it is composed of assertions
each safely grounded in a text of Aristotle. But the picture depends on a very
small set of texts, and it has the effect of summarizing Aristotle' s conclusions
about ÖuvaJ..u~ and EVEpyEla and EV'tEAEXEla, as stated in these few texts, while
obscuring the process of thought that generated these conclusions. There seem to
be only five passages (three are in the De anima) where Aristotle explicitly refers
to something like a 'first' and a 'second' potentiality or actuality; after briefly
describing these passages, I will compare Aristotle's mature thought on ÖuvaJ..uc;
and EVEpyEla (as illustrated by these passages) with the theory of power and
activity we have seen in Aristotle's early works, showing how Aristotle's original way of thinking about Öuvaj.ll~ and EVEpyEla led hirn into his later use of
these concepts to describe two ways of being.
According to the standard picture, Aristotle should have six phrases available
to hirn: 1tpro'tTl Öuvaj.ll~, ÖEu'tEpa ÖUVaj.ll~, 1tpro'tTl EVEpyEla, ÖEu'tEpa EVEpyEla,
1tpro'tTl EV'tEAEXEla, ÖEu'tEpa EV'tEAEXEla. But only one of these phrases actually
occurs, 1tpro'tTl EV'tEAEXEla, and it occurs only twice, in De anima ii 1.412a27 and
412b5: here, having already established that the soul is an EV'tEAEXEla of a certain
kind of body (a natural body potentially having life, or equivalently an organic
natural body), Aristotle adds that 'this is said in two ways, one like E1tlcr't~j.lTl and
one like 8EropEtV; but it is clear that [soul] is like E1tlcr't~j.lTl, for the presence of
soul includes both sleep and waking, and waking is analogous to 8EropEtV and
sleep to EXE1V Kat j.l11 EVEpyEtV' (412a22-26), and he concludes that soul must be
the first EV'tEAEXEla of the appropriate kind of body. The four other passages
which support the distinction between 'first' and 'second' ÖUVaj.llC;- EVEpyEla
distinctions all concern different ways of being ÖUvaj.lEl (although not, at least
not explicitly, different kinds of ÖUvaj.llC;). Thus Physics viii 4 argues that 'to
Öuvaj.lEl is equivocal (255a30-31), since the learner is said to be Öuvaj.lEl
E1tlcr't~j.lroV in one sense, and someone EXrov Kat j.lT, EVEpymv is said to be
ÖUvaj.lEl E1tlcr't~j.lroV in a different sense (255a33-34, elaborated down through
255b5); Aristotle then generalizes from this model to argue that 'heavy' and
'light' are said in as many ways as E1tlcr't~j.lroV, i.e., that even when a heavy body
has been generated and is no longer (in the first sense) merely Öuvaj.lEl heavy,26
26 Aristotle says that the condition of the light thing, before it was altered so as to become light,
was ÖUVaJ.lEt 1tpoo"Cov (255b9-10); this, taken together with the earlier remarks that "Co ÖUVaJ.lEt is said
in many ways (255a30-3l), and that the learner goes from being ÖUVaJ.lEt knowing to being ÖuvaJ.lEt
knowing in another way (255bl-3), is apparently Aristotle's dosest approach to a terminological distinction between 1tponll öuvaJ.ltC; and ÖEu"CEpa öuvaJ.ltc;. But 1tponov at 255b9-10 does not seem to be
used as a technical term: it is just that the thing that is now light was previously ÖUVaJ.lEt light, and
this condition was chronologically the fIrst (this is how the Oxford translation takes it). In any case,
even if Aristotle distinguishes between a 'fIrst' and a 'second' way of being light (or knowing)
ÖUVaJ.lEt, this does not imply that he distinguishes between a 'fIrst' and a 'second' kind of öuvaJ.ltC;,
where a frrst ÖuvaJ.ltC; would be a 'potentiality for being'; this concept is not Aristote1ian.
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it may still be prevented from exercising its natural BuvaJlt<; to be at the center,
so that (like a knower who is Exmv Kat Jl11 EVEpyroV) it will be genuinely heavy
but not EVEpyouv as a heavy body. With Physics viii 4 we may compare a shorter
passage in De anima iii 4, saying that 'when [the intellect] has become each thing
in the way that the E1ttOt~j..lmv Kat' EvepyEtaV is said to do so (and this happens
when he is able [Buvlltat] to EVEpyElv on his own), even then he is still somehow
BUVaj..lEt, although not in the same way as before he learned or discovered'
(429b5-9); this last phrase is very close to the comment of Physics viii 4 that the
person who possesses knowledge but is not contemplating 'is somehow BUVaJlEt
E1ttOt~J.lmv, but not in the way he was before he learned' (255b2-3). Aristotle
also gives a complex discussion of Buvaj..lt<; and EvtEAeXEta in De anima ii 5,
that he hopes to apply to his theory of sensation, but which he i1lustrates by considering three kinds of people who may be called E1ttOt~JlOVE<;. Both people-ingeneral (since man is an animal capable of knowledge) and the person who
already possesses a science may be called E1ttOt~JlOVE<;, both being Buvatol
(417a26) or Katu Buvaj..ltv E1ttOt~JlOVE<; (417a30) but in different ways, 'the former because his genus and matter are thus-and-such, the latter because he is
capable (Buvato<;) of 8EropElv whenever he wishes, if nothing external prevents
hirn' (417 a27-28); this second knower is in astate of EXEtv Kat Jl11 EV EPYElv
(417a32-bl), and is contrasted with the third and strictest knower, 'he who is
already 8Emprov, and is actually and primarily knowing (EvtEAEXElq, Kat Kuplm<;
E1ttOtaJlEvo<;) this-alpha-here' (417a28-29). Toward the end of this chapter Aristotle says, in summary, that 'what is said to he ÖUVUJlEl is not simple, hut one
[sense] is as if we said that a boy is capable (Buva08at) of being a general,
another as if we say this of someone who is of the appropriate age' (417a30-32).
Finally, in Gene ration oi Animals ii 1, Aristotle describes the seed as 'having
soul BuvaJlEt' in much the way that a boy is potentially a general: 'the same
thing can be BuvaJlEt in a more proximate or a more remote way, as the sleeping
geometer is more remote than the waking geometer, and he than the geometer
who is 8Emprov' (735a9-11).
What can we make of these passages in the light of our earlier discussions of
BuvaJlt<; and EvepyEta? The most striking point is that in all of these passages,
whether he is trying to elucidate sensation or the presence of soul or the heaviness and lightness of bodies, Aristotle brings in E1ttOt~Jlll as a model: this is the
case for which Aristotle had initially worked out his theory of BuvaJlt<; and
EvepYEta, and he thinks that his conclusions will apply by analogy at least to sensation (that, accompanied by intellectual knowledge or not, is constitutive of an
animal's life) and perhaps also by a more remote analogy to inanimate powers.
This E1ttOt~Jlll, of course, is the case Plato had considered in the Theaetetus in
working out his E~t<;-KtllOt<; distinction, and in the Euthydemus in distinguishing
the two kinds of learning; and already in the Protrepticus this was Aristotle's primary example for distinguishing XPllOt<; or EvepYEta from the E~t<; or Kt110t<; of a
BuvaJlt<;. To what extent is Aristotle making the same points in the De anima or
Physics viii by means of the model of E1ttOt~Jlll that he had made in the Protrep-
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ticus, and to what extent is he using the old example to say something different?
In the De anima and Physics passages, as in the Protrepticus, Aristotle distinguishes between merely possessing the E1ttcr'tl1Jlll and 8EropEtV; the former is
described as EXEtV and the latter as EVEpyEtV; a person is in the former condition
by having a ÖuvaJlt<; to be in the latter condition, a ÖuvaJlt<; that is exercised
unless obstructed from without. In the De anima as in the Protrepticus, the distinction between EVEpyEtV and EXEtV Kat Jll, EVEPYEtV is illustrated by the difference between waking and sleeping, and the value of this illustration is backed up
by the definition of sleep as a non-XPllcrt<; of the senses arising from an obstructing condition of the primary organ of sensation (De somno 455b2-13). What is
new is that while the person who EXEt Kat Jll, EVEpyEt still in one sense knows
only ÖuvaJlEt, he is now also contrasted with a person who does not yet possess
the science but is still in some weaker sense ÖUVaJlEt knowing. Aristotle even
suggests that it is this weaker condition of being ÖUVaJlEt that is most strictly
called ÖuvaJlt<;: 'the matter is ÖuvaJlt<; and the form is EV'tEAEXEta, and this latter
is twofold, one like E1ttcr't~Jlll and one like 8EropEtV' (De an. ii 1.412a9-11). Aristotle could hardly have contrasted 'what is like E1ttcr't~Jlll' with ÖuvaJlt<; in the
Protrepticus, where E1ttcr't~Jlll is isolated as the paradigm-case of a ÖuvaJlt<; by
precisely the same considerations (concerning sleep and waking) that the De
anima uses to isolate E1ttcr't~Jlll as the paradigm-case of a 'first EV'tEAEXEta'. Nor,
again, could Aristotle have used E1ttcr't~Jlll to represent a class opposed to
ÖuvaJlt<; in the Eudemian Ethics, where 'some things in the soul are €~Et<; or
ÖuvaJlEt<;, and others are EVEpYEtat and KtV~crEt<;' (1219b36-37), and where
E1ttcr'tnJlll and apE't~ are the chief examples of the former class. In order to
understand what is new in the later developments of Aristotle' s thought about
ÖuvaJlt<; and EVEpYEta, we have chiefly to understand the new sense of
'ÖuvaJlt~', or of 'being something ÖUVUJlEt', that can be opposed to things like
E1ttcr'tnJlll; and we also have to understand the new opposite to 'being something
ÖUVUJlEt', i.e., the sense in which the sleeping geometer can be said to be
E1ttcr'tl1Jlrov not merely ÖUVUJlEt but in some stronger way. Clearly, if Aristotle is
using a new concept of ÖuvaJlt<;, he must also be using a new concept of something opposed to ÖuvaJlt<;, but it is no Ionger so straightforward to say that this is
a concept of EvepYEta. In De anima ii 1 Aristotle contrasts ÖuvaJlt<; not with
EVEpYEta but with EV'tEAEXEta, and he goes on to say that the presence of soul
includes not only the condition like 8EropEtV but also the condition like EXEtV
['tl,v E1ttcr't~JlllV] Kat Jll, EVEpyEtV; this suggests that the soul is not an EVEpYEta,
and that the opposite to the new sense of ÖuvaJlt<; is the new word EV'tEAEXEta.
However, although Aristotle never affirms (and repeatedly denies) that a person
like the sleeping geometer EVEpyEt, he does in De anima iii 4 call such a person 0
E1ttcr't~Jlrov 0 Ka't' EVEpYEtaV (429b6-7), and he does (never in the De anima, and
apparently only once elsewhere) say that the soul is 'the oucria and EVEpYEta of a
certain body' (Meta. 1043a35-6).27 Evidently we must investigate both the devel27

In Physics viii 4 Aristotle seems deliberate1y to avoid such a use of EVEP'YEHX.: although he has
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opment of the concept of EV'tEAEXEtU as an opposite to the new sense of ÖUvuJ..u<;
(for EV'tEAEXEtU means unambiguously 'actuality', never 'activity'), and also the
grounds on which Aristotle is willing, not in some places but in others, and especially in Metaphysics viii-ix and xii, to use EVEP'YEtU in the sense of EV'tEAEXEtU.
We might formulate the problem, using Aristotle's terms from Metaphysics ix,
as a problem about 'the ÖUVUJ..lt<; which is said with respect to motion' (1048a25)
and some other kind of ÖUVUJ..lt<;, that Aristotle does not name but that we might
call ÖUVUJ..lt<; with respect to oualu. Aristotle tells us that the first kind is the only
ÖUvuJ..lt<; people commonly talk about, and that this is the sense to which the
word ÖUVUJ..lt<; most strictly applies; since this is the familiar sense, he will begin
with it and use it as a starting-point for investigating the other and deeper sense
of ÖUVUJ..lt<;, that is what most interests hirn (1045b34-1046a4). 'We do not call
Öuvu'tov only that which is of such a nature (1tE<pUKE) as to move something else
or be moved by something else whether absolutely or in some particular way, but
[we apply the ward Öuvu'tov] also in a different way' (1048a28-30), and there
will be a corresponding variation in the opposite of ÖUVUJ..lt<;, that Aristotle in
Metaphysics ix uniformly calls EVEP'YEtU: 'EVEP'YEtU is the thing's obtaining [or
existing, or being present: 'to U1tUPXEtV 'to 1tpu'YJ..lu] not in the way which we call
ÖUVUJ..lEt' (1 048a30-32). As Aristotle tells us, 'The name EVEP'YEtU, which is
applied to EV'tEAEXEtU (11 EVEP'YEtU 't01)V0J..lU, ~ 1tpo<; 'tl1v EV'tEAEXEtUV cruv'tt8EJ..lEVll), has been extended to other things especially from motions, for it is
motion which appears especially to be EVEP'YEtU' (1047a30-32), and Aristotle's
progression in this book from EVEP'YEtU-as-motion and its corresponding ÖUVUJlu;

to EVEP'YEtU-as-Ev'tEAEXEtU and its corresponding ÖUVUJ..lt<; must recapitulate the
path he hirnself had taken from the original sense of the ÖUVUJ..lt<;-EVEP'YEtU contrast to something deeper. But how are we to understand this deeper sense?
ÖUVUJ..lt<; and EVEP'YEtU are primitive concepts that cannot be properly defined, so
Aristotle tries to induce an understanding of the terms by enumerating different
examples in which one thing is proportioned to another as EVEP'YEtU to ÖUVUJ..lt<;,
'in some cases as Klvllat<; to ÖUVUJ..lt<; and in others as oualu to a matter'
(1048b8-9). But Aristotle's examples are not especially enlightening: several are
just the old examples (the 8Effipmv to the person who merely possesses the
E1tta't~J..lll, the waker to the sleeper, the person who is seeing to the person who
passesses sight but has his eyes shut, the house-builder house-building to the
mere house-builder), while others are 'what has been differentiated out of the
matter to the matter, and the worked-up to the unworked' (1048b3-4), and Arissaid that water which has not yet become air is ÖUVa.~Et light, he identifies the EVEP'YEta of lightness,
not with the state the water will possess when it has become air, but with being-up (255bl1). In De
caelo iv 1 the EVEP'YEtat of the heavy and light are things that do not have names in common use, but
perhaps 'P01t~', signifying the upward or downward striving of the body, will suffice (307b32-33).
The EVEP'YEta of the light seems to be something different in De caelo iv 1 from what it is in Physics
viii 4, but in neither case is it the actuality oflightness. So it is remarkable that the soul, which is analogous to the actuality of lightness, can be called an EVEP'YEta in Metaphysics viii 3; we need to give an
explanation for this apparently new usage.
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totle says nothing more to indicate how these latter examples are supposed to
represent a deeper sense of Evep'YEH1 and öuvaJ.lt<;. More striking than the particular examples is what they are said to be examples 01: every pair (the geometrizing geometer and the sleeping geometer, the Hermes carved out of the wood and
the 'Hermes in the wood' of I048a32-3) share a single predicate (E1tto'tl1J.lffiV,
'Hermes'), but the predicate is said of the two terms in different ways, of one
EVEP'YEi~ and of the other ÖUVelJ.lEt ('ÖUVelJ.lEt' twice at I048a32, then bIO, b14,
b16; 'EVEP'YEi~' a35, b6, bIO-lI, bI5). These datives functioning as adverbs now
seem to be at the core of the meaning of ÖuvaJ.lt<; and Evep'YEta: 'EVEP'YEta is the
thing's obtaining not in the way which we call ÖUVelJ.lEt' (I048a30-32), so that
eVEP'YEta is the condition common to all things which are eVEP'YEi~, as ÖUvaJ.lt<;
is the condition common to all things which are ÖUVelJ.lEl. These adverbial datives
fioat freely enough that they can attach to any predicate, and Aristotle isolates
their meaning in its pure state by attaching them to Etvat: 'to OV ÖUVelJ.lEt and 'to
ov eVEP'YEi~ (or more usually 'to ov ev'tEAEXEi~) in the Metaphysics are fundamental divisions of the senses of 'being', whether we construe this being as existential or copulative or veridical. 28 This level of generality, and especially the
application to Etvat, are very far from the Aristotle of the Protrepticus, and in
tracing his thought from the Protrepticus to the De anima or Metaphysics ix
much of what we must do is to understand how Aristotle came to generalize his
notion of Öuva~lt<;, and how this notion came to embrace the new kinds of exampIes that Metaphysics ix or the De anima consider as the core of the notion of
ÖuvaJ.lt<;.
'evEP'YEta is 'to U1telPXEtV 'to 1tpft'YJ.la not in the way which we call ÖUVelJ.lEt'.

The awkwardness of the statement results in part from the general difficulties of
elucidating any notion so basic as actuality, but it reveals something more than
this. There was no expression lor actuality in Greek before Aristotle introduced
EVEpyEza or EvrEAEXEza in this sense. Aristotle does not have a commonly
known synonym that he can use to explain EVEP'YEta, so he settles for an
antonym, 'to ÖUVelJ.lEt, that he hopes to explain by displaying different contexts in
which this adverb could be used. And this order of proceeding is natural enough:
we do not need a concept of actuality until we have a concept of potentiality or
possibility to contrast it with. Pre-Aristotelian Greek got by fairly well with
adverbs such as OV'tffi<; or aA118tvro<; when it wanted to emphasize that some predicate belonged to some subject really and truly, and not in any diminished sense;
but these words do not yet signify precisely actuality as opposed to potentiality,
and they are obviously inadequate for Aristotle's project in the Metaphysics of
distinguishing the different senses of being, and in particular of distinguishing
28 Metaphysics i-v, which do not use either EVEpy€tcx or Evt€AEX€tCX very often, keep their functions strictly distinct: EVEpy€tCX means activity, and EVt€AEX€tCX is an abstraction from an adverbial
dative marking a sense of being. But in the solitary occurrence in vi (1026bl-2), and then repeatedly
thereafter (though never in vii) Aristotle uses EV€PY€{~ adverbially to mean 'actually'. I will return at
the end ofthis paper to the question of Atistotle's willingness or unwillingness to use EV€PY€{~ adverbially as an equivalent to Evt€A€X€{~.
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being as actuality-and-potentiality from being as truth and not-being as falsehood. We can best study the emergence in Aristotle of a concept of being-asactuality by studying the emergence of a theory of non-existent objects (or
non-present attributes, or non-obtaining states of affairs), and of the sense in
which these things, although they are not simpliciter, are in some way, namely,
ÖuvaJ.lEl. It is not immediately obvious that 'ÖuvaJ.lEl' is the right way to
describe the diminished sense of 'being' possessed by the greenness of this sheet
of paper (if the paper is actually white) or by my first-born child (if actually 1
have no children). The only serious discussion of this sort of being before Aristotle is in the fifth hypothesis of Plato' s Parmenides, where Plato discusses 'a one
which is not' (160b5-163b6):29 Plato says there that this thing that is hypothesized not-to-be 'must also participate somehow in being' (161e3), if we are to
distinguish it from other non-existent objects, or even to affirm truly that it is
non-existent. Plato concludes that a non-existent object both is in one sense and
is not in another sense, but he does not try to establish a terminology for these
different senses of being, and if he had he would not have called the 'being' the
non-existent object possesses 'being ÖuvaJ.lEl': it is more like Aristotle' s 'being
as truth', the being required to be a subject of predication. Plato would presumably admit that a non-existent object is Öuvu'tov, in that it is possible for the thing
that does not yet exist to come-to-be;30 but this possibility is an incidental consequence of the thing's having the sort of being it now has, and 'possibility' or
'ability' is not used to explicate this mode of being. Aristotle is innovating over
Plato in explicating this being through ÖUV<XJll<;, and (typically) his innovation
was not accepted by anyone outside his own school: we know that the Megarians
rejected the theory of ÖUVUJ.ll~ (Meta. ix 3), and the Stoic theory of 'tlva OUK
öv'tu responds directly to the Parmenides without taking note of Aristotle. 31 We
29 Aristotle's discussions of things-that-are-not (but that are capable of existing) refer back to
this passage, and are largely reactions against it. This is especially clear from Physics v 1.225a20-b3,
discussed in a subsequent note; it is also clear from Metaphysics ix 3.1047a32-b2, discussed in a previous note. These Aristotelian texts very strongly support Cornford's interpretation (in Cornford
1939) of the fifth hypothesis of the Parmenides as being about 'a non-existent entity' (at least, they
support the claim that Aristotle read this part of the Parmenides Cornford's way); neither Cornford
nor Ross seem to have noticed the connection between these Aristotelian texts and the fifth hypothesis of the Parmenides.
30 This seems to be implied at Parmenides 162b9-e3, but the aspect of potentiality is not explicitly stated (forrns of öuvuaSul are used only in the negative), and certainly not emphasized.
31 Aristotle reports the Megarians as saying that 'something is capable only when it acts (Ötuv
EVEpyfi JlOVOV öuvuaSul), and when it is not acting it is not capable, e.g., that he who is not housebuilding is not capable of housebuilding, but [only] the housebuilder while he housebuilds [is so
capable], and similarly in the other cases' (Meta. ix 3.1046b29-32). This is sometimes taken to commit the Megarians to the claim that nothing is possible except what is actual, or even the claim that
there is no change. But the text does not warrant either ofthese claims, since it speaks not of actuality
and possibility, but only of activity and capacity: EvepYElu sometimes means merely 'actuality', but
EVEPYElv is always 'to acC in the full sense, never merely 'to be actual'. What the Megarians were
denying was neither change nor possibility (in the sense of arealm of non-actually-existing objects;
presumably the Megarians, like Aristotle, did deny arealm of never-actualized objects), but Aristo-
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will have the key to Aristotle's mature doctrine of ÖUVaJ.ll~ and EVEpyEla-asEV'tEAEXEla if we can grasp how he came to construe non-existent objects (or
non-present attributes, or non-obtaining states of affairs) as having their being
through a ÖuvaJ.ll~.32
B.2. From living Ka'ta ÖuvaJ.llv to being ÖUvaJ.lEl
We may start again with the Protrepticus. The Protrepticus does not have the
adverbial dative ÖuvaJ.lEl: nor did Plato, and nor will the Hellenistic philosophers. But Protrepticus B79 says that 'living ('to STlv) is said in two ways, one
Ka'ta ÖUVaJ.llV and the other Ka't' €VEpYElav': the correct translation is 'one in
the sense of an ability and the other in the sense of an exercise'. These are not
two senses of being, either existential being or predicative: the ambiguity is in the
predicate 'to live', not in any copula that might be attached to it, and the ambiguity arises from the particular nature of living. In Protrepticus B79-80 Aristotle
illustrates the two kinds of 'living' by the examples of atcr8avEcr8al and E1ttcr'tacr8al, each of which can constitute living, and each of which can be attributed in
a stronger or a weaker sense. The weaker sense is constituted by a ÖuvaJ.ll~, for
'the person who is awake must be said to live truly and primarily, and the sleeper
[is said to live] on account of his being able (Öla 'to Öuvacr8al) to pass over
(J.lE'taßaAAElv) into that Kivllcrl~ on account of which we say that someone is
awake and senses some object' (B80). Aristotle assumes that the primary sense
of 'living' will consist in some kind of 1tOlEtV or 1tacrXElv: this is stated in B83,
and is also implied in the description of the waking state as a Kivllcrl~, since
every KtVllcrl~ is an action of the mover and a passion of the thing moved. B81
and B83 show that Aristotle thinks that all predicates indicating 1tOlEtV or 1tacrxElV, and only these predicates, admit distinctions analogous to his distinction
tle's analysis of change and possibility in tenns of active and passive capacities and their exercise.
Quite likely the Megarians stuck with the analysis from the fifth hypothesis of the Parmenides. Certainly the Stoics (whose logic seems very often to develop that of the Megarians) assert that thingsthat-are-not have predicates and that they come-to-be, without saying that they in any way are, and in
particular without saying that they are ÖUVaJlEt (and without attempting to paraphrase 'the non-existent X comes-to-be' by 'an existent thing becomes or produces X', let alone 'an existent thing exercises its active or passive power'). Neither the Stoics, nor any other Hellenistic school, accept
Aristotle's solution to the Eleatic problem about coming-to-be, through distinguishing two senses of
being: they seem to think that if being-potentially is really being, then Aristotle has accepted the
Eleatic conclusion that nothing can come-to-be which does not already exist, and that if it is not really
being, then Aristotle has given only a nominal reply to the Eleatic argument.
32 I will not worry about the differences between non-existent objects, non-present attributes,
and non-obtaining states of affairs, or between sentences of the form 'X exists ÖUVaJlEt' and sentences of the fonn 'X is Y ÖUvaJlEt'; Aristotle is perfectly comfortable transfonning these different
descriptions into each other, transforming the sentence 'X is Y' into 'Y-ness exists' or (more precisely) 'Y-ness exists in X' or 'the Y-ness of X exists'. We can simplify by framing our questions in
terms of sentences of the form 'X exists', and asking how Aristotle comes to assert 'X exists
OUvaJlEt'. The situation will differ somewhat according to what category X is in, but I will argue that
(on Aristotle' s final analysis) there will not be much difference, and there will be no difference at all
between substance ('my first-born child') and quality ('greenness' or 'the greenness of this sheet of
paper'), although there will be some difference between these and action or passion.
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between living Ka't' EVEP'YE1aV and living Ka'tU ÖUVaJ.l1V (although Aristotle
does not in fact use such distinctions except in the cases of living or sensing or
knowing or practicing an art); but these texts also show that Aristotle does not
have a general terminology that could apply analogically to all the cases where
such a distinction is to be drawn, and in particular that Ka'tu öuvaJ.,Ltv and Ka't'
EVEP'YE1av are not adverbs capable of modifying verbs of 1t01EtV and 1tucrXE1v (let
alone Etv(1). B81 says:
whenever each of two beings is called some one-and-the-same
thing, and one of these two is so-called either through 1t01EtV or
through 1tucrXE1v, then we will grant that the predicate ('to
AEXSEV) applies to this one in a stronger sense, as knowing
(E1ttcr'tacrSa1) applies more strongly to hirn who uses than to
hirn who possesses the E1t1cr't~J..l1'\, and seeing (opav) applies
more strongly to hirn who directs his sight (1tpocrßUAAE1V 't~v
ÖV1v, i.e. looks at something) than to hirn who is capable
(ÖUVUJ.lEVO<;) of directing it.
What is most striking here is that 1t01EtV and 1tucrXE1v apply only to the stronger
sense of each pair, that they generalize 'to ST1v Ka't' EVEP'YE1av rather than 'to ST1v
simply: as the scholiast notes in the margin, 1t01EtV ~ 1tucrXE1v is said 'av'tt 'tou
Ka't' EVEP'YE1av' (reported in Düring's apparatus to B81). The most we can say of
the sleeper, the person who has life in the sense of the ÖuvaJ.l1<;, is that he is 'such
as ('t010U'tO<; oio<;) to 1t01EtV or 1tucrXE1v in that particular way' (B83), not that he
1tOtEt or 1tucrXEt, even KU'tU öUvuJ.ltv. The upshot is that the EVEP'YEtU-ÖuvuJ.lt<;
distinction is a distinction between doing or suffering something on the one hand,
and merely being or having something on the other: the terms cannot be used to
distinguish between two ways of being, or two ways of having a predicate not
involving activity. Aristotle cannot yet say (as he will in Physics viii 4) that the
water is ÖUVUJ.lE1 light and the air light in some stronger sense, even when it is
detained down here OUK EVEP'YOUV; nor can he say (as he will in De anima ii 1)
that the seed has life ÖUVUJ.lE1 and the mature animal has life as an EV'tEAEXE1a (or
even, according to Metaphysics viii, as an EVEP'YE1a), even while it is sleeping
and therefore OUK EVEP'YOUV.
Nevertheless, the Protrepticus' distinction between living (or sensing or knowing) Ka'tu ÖuVaJ.l1V and Ka't' EVEP'YE1av is the starting-point for the later distinction between being ÖUVUJ.lE1 and being EVEP'YEt~ or EV'tEAEXEt~. I will first offer a
thought-experiment of how the first distinction might have been transformed into
the second, and then I will try to document this transformation.
How, from the Protrepticus, can we get to a position where we can say notjust
that something lives or senses or knows Ka'tu ÖUVaJ.l1V, but that it exists
ÖUVUJ.lE1? Suppose Socrates possesses the E1t1cr't~J.lll that the sum of the angles of
a triangle is equal to two right angles: he is E1t1cr't~J.lroV Ka'tu ÖuvaJ..l1v, he has a
ÖUVaJ.l1<; or E~l<; of knowledge, he is capable of knowing the theorem Ka't'
EVEP'YE1av whenever he wants, if nothing external prevents hirn. Consider, not
Socrates, but his act of perceiving the theorem. While Socrates sleeps, how does
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his perceiving-the-theorem exist? We cannot say that it does not exist at all, for
this would be saying that he does not perceive the theorem at all, and (according
to Aristotle's account) he does perceive it in a way, namely, K<X'ta öUv<XJ..Ltv. We
should therefore say that the perception exists K<X'ta öuv<X)ltV, in the sense of an
ability, or ÖUVcX)lEt, in virtue of an ability, or EV ÖUVcX)lEt, within an ability.33 This
is a different sort of predication from saying that Socrates knows K<X'ta öuv<X)ltV,
in the sense of an ability, because there it is Socrates' ability: the perception,
however, does not exist because it, the perception, is able to exist whenever it
wants if nothing external prevents it; it has the predicate 'being' not because of
its own ability but because of the ability of something else, namely Socrates, to
produce it. If Aristotle began with this sort of predication of being K<X'ta
öuv<X)ltv, and then later extended being K<X'ta öuv<X)ltV from actions and passions
to objects in general, he would have an alternative to the Parmenides' account of
non-existent objects (which we know from Physics v 1 and from Metaphysics ix
3 that he was interested in outdoing). Plato says, roughly, that a non-existent
object X has the characteristics it has (and the diminished sort of being it has) just
through its own eternal essence, indeed that this is what anything is like until it
comes to participate in being in the relevant way; it is then possible for X to
come-to-be, just because X is intrinsically the sort of thing which could participate in being (perhaps because it consists in the combination of some set of characteristics that can exist consistently with each other)-X can 'move', as Plato
says, from not-being to being. Aristotle, by contrast, says that a non-existent
object has the diminished sort of being it has through a öuv<X)lt<;, i.e., through the
ability of some other thing Y to produce X, or through the ability of Y to act so as
to produce X and the ability of Z to suffer simultaneously so as to become X.
Aristotle thus gives a different account from Plato's of how X can come-to-be. X
does not simply 'move' from not-being to being, as if these were two adjacent
rooms in a house: 34 anything that 'moves' must possess at least a passive power
33 Thus in the chapter ofthe Rhetoric (ii 19) on t01tOt ofthe possible and impossible (Öuvatov,
aÖuvatov), Aristotle says that 'what is in [someone's] ability and in [that person's] will (tO f.V
ÖUvaJlEt Kat ßOUATtcrEt öv) will be' (1393a1-2): here for something to be f.V ÖUVaJlEt öv is for it to be
in the active power of the agent, and this is why it is Öuvatov for it to be or to come-to-be.
34 Physics V 1, directed specifically against this passage ofthe Parmenides, denies that YEVEcrt~ is
a KtVllcrt~, a claim that elsewhere (as in the Physics iii account of KtVl1crt~) Aristotle admits. Here
Aristotle says that YEVEcrt~ is a JlEtaßoATt but not a KtVllcrt~: the distinction between the narrower
KtVTlcrtC; and the broader JlEtaßoATt is not intuitively obvious, but Aristotle claims that it ought to be
made, on the ground that KtVllcrt~ implies a persisting KtVOUJlEVOV that passes from one contrary to
another, whereas JlEtaßoATt need not imply a persisting JlEtaßaAAov. If YEVEcrtC; were a KtVllcrtC;, then
tO Jl~ öv would be KtVOUJlEVOV, which in Physics v 1 Aristotle is concerned to deny; among other difficulties that would follow from admitling that a non-existent object is in motion, Aristotle suggests
the further argument that 'everything which is moved is in a place, and that-which-is-not is not in a
place; for it would be somewhere' (225a31-32). This comes from the Parmenides, where Plato argues
that since that-which-is-not is 'nowhere among the beings' (162c7), it does not have locomotion, and
therefore (in this respect) is not moved but at rest. However, Plato is busy deriving pairs of contrary
attributes, and he also argues that 'that-which-is-not is evidently KtVOUJlEVOV, since it has JlEtaßoATt
from being to not-being or vice versa' (162c4-6); Aristotle's distinction between Kivllcrt~ and
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to be moved (perhaps also an active power to move itself), and it is absurd to
attribute any powers to non-existent objects. Rather, 'if the yEV11'ttKOV is 1tOt11'ttKOV, then YlvEo8at is 1totEto8at and yevEOt<; is 1tOlll0t<;' (Top. 124a29-30):35
coming-into-being or generation is analyzed in terms of the generative or productive or active (1tot11'ttKOV) power, and in terms of the correlative passive (1ta811'ttKOV) power. The non-existent object X is Ouva'tov, in the sense that it is
possible for X to come-to-be, only because the already existent objects Y and Z
are Ouva'ta in the more primary sense that they are capable of 1totEtV and 1taOXEtV in such a way as to bring X into being. This Aristotelian analysis of the modal
status of non-existent objects is very different from the analysis that Plato suggests in the Parmenides, and also from most more recent analyses. For Aristotle,
possibility is parasitic on actuality: X is possible, not because it is an eternally
possible essence or an irreducible individual possibile (or an inhabitant of a separate possible world), but only through the actually existing powers of actually
existing substances. Possibilia are not causally separated from actual things: the
actual powers of actual substances cause the possible existence of X, as the exereise of these powers cause its actual existence.
This analysis of possibilty has implications for actuality. When X does not yet
exist in the full sense, it exists OUVaJlEt, through an ability that is not X' s own
ability; once X has come-to-be, we may say that it exists EVEPYE1~, through an
activity or through the exercise of this ability: but as it is not X' s OuvaJlt<;, so it is
not X's EvepyEta through which X exists. If the actual existence of X can be
called an 'EvepYEta', this is not because (as St. Thomas would have it) existence
consists in an 'act of being'-it is true that 'to be for living things is to live' (De
an. 415b13), but living in this sense is not an activity but a bare possession-but
because X cannot exist unless something else exercises a power: not apower to
exist, and not apower to be X, but simply the active and passive powers to produce and become X.36
jlEtaßoAll allows him to reject this claim and to maintain that that-which-is-not is simply not moved
(although neither is it at rest (Physics 225a29-30), since it is not capable of motion).
35 Nothing in the context of the Topics suggests that this remark is directed against Plato, and
indeed Aristotle seems to be inspired by Plato's remark that 'the 1tOtOUjlEVOV and the ytYVOjlEVOV differ in nothing but name' (Philebus 27al-2). Still, this is how Aristotle prefers to analyze yEvEcrt<;, and
he does elsewhere use this analysis to draw anti-Platonic conclusions about the status of non-existent
objects.
36 The Thomistic analysis of essence as a potency completed by the act of existing implies that a
non-existent object does have within itself apower for existing, just as cold water has apower for
being heated and a man at rest has apower for walking; this radically subverts the Aristotelian analysis of being ÖuvallEt, and substitutes for it something closer to the Stoic position. But not all scholastics agree with this Thomistic analysis: many of them retain a position much closer to Aristotle's as I
interpret it. Thus Suarez says that the 'potentia from which an ens in potentia is denominated' is not
an active or passive power but a potentia objectiva (Suarez 1965, ii 233), where 'to be in potentia
objectiva is nothing other than to be able to be the object of some power, or rather of the action or
causality of some power' (ii 234). In scholastic terms, this means that the objective potentia of a possible being is an 'extrinsic denomination' from the real active or passive potentiae of its causes, and is
not itself a real thing really existing in the possible object: the sentence 'my frrst-born child is capable
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Once the story has been laid out in this way, I think it is easy to see that the evidence supports it. If we look at texts where Aristotle generalizes his theory of the
production of active and passive EvepyEUXt to other kinds of beings, we can see
how he extends the ÖUV<X}.1t<;-EvepyEux opposition beyond its original application
to other cases including substance. We can also shed light on Aristotle' s invention and application of the new term Ev'tEAeXEt<X, and finally on his willingness in
some places to apply the word EvepyEt<X in the sense of Ev'tEAeXEt<X.
We may begin with the easier side, ÖUv<X}.1t<;: it will be harder to describe the
status ÖUv<X}.1t<; is opposed to. Aristotle insists in Metaphysics ix 3 that if something is to come-to-be, it must first be Öuv<X'tov through some ÖUv<X}.1t<; (not
merely Öuv<X'tov as 'what is not necessarily false', which does not require a
ÖUv<X}.1t<;, Meta. v 12.1019b30-35): these ÖUva}.1Et<;, in Aristotle's examples and
in the whole context of Metaphysics ix, are the active and passive powers that,
when exercised together, produce or become the thing. Likewise in Physics viii
4, 'whenever the 1totll'ttKov and the 1t<x811'ttKoV are together, what is Öuv<X'tov
comes-to-be EVEPYEi~, as the learner, from being Öuva}.1Et, comes-to-be Öuva}.1Et
in another way' (255a34-b2). The student who is (in the first sense) Öuva}.1Et
knowing, simply has the passive power to be taught: the Öuv<X'tov comes-to-be
EVEPYEi~ when this passive power and the teacher's active power are exercised
together. If there were no such powers, the future knower could not come-to-be
in actuality, and so would not exist Öuva}.1Et at all. These powers (or the things
that bear them) are what Aristotle in Physics ii 3 calls causes ro<; Öuva}.1Ev<x, as
having a capacity, like the house-builder, as opposed to causes ro<; EVEpyOUV't<X,
as exercising the capacity, like the house-builder house-building(195b4-6):
[causes] which are EV EpyOUV't<X and individual exist and donot-exist at the same times as the things of which they are
causes, as this-person-healing [exists for just as long as] thisperson-being-healed and this-person-house-building [exists for
just as long as] this-house-being-built, whereas [causes] K<X'tU
öUv<X}.1tV do not always [exist for just as long as the things of
which they are causes], for the house and the house-builder do
not perish at the same time (195b17-21).
Aristotle adds here that for each effect we should assign causes of the appropriate
degree of precision or generality, assigning 'ÖUva}.1Et<; for the things which are
Öuv<X'ta, and [causes which are] EVEpyOUV't<X for the things which are

of existing' should be paraphrased as 'I am capable of producing a first-born child' to make the structure of the sentence reflect the structure of the reality, since the grammar of the second sentence
ascribes a potentia to me rather than to my child, and there is areal potentia really existing in me,
whereas there is not areal potentia really existing in my non-existent child. Suarez denounces the
doctrine that a non-existent object's potentia for being is a potentia subjectiva or receptiva (equivalent to potentia passiva), that would be areal potentia really existing in its subject and enabling the
subject to move from its current state (non-existence) to the contrary state (existence), or to receive
existence as an added perfection. In all this Suarez seems to be spelling out Aristotle' s doctrine correctly.
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EVEPyouJlEva' (195b27-28). So things that are possible (öuva'ta) are explained
in terms of causes that are or possess powers (ÖuVaJlEt<;), and so are capable
(ÖuvaJlEva) of producing the effects in question, as a house is possible because
there is a housebuilder capable of producing it (although Aristotle suggests that
this will apply to all four kinds of cause, this really only makes sense for an efficient cause like the housebuilder, which has an active öuvaJlt<;, or for a material
cause, that has a passive öuvaJlt<;). The immediate corollary is that wherever the
cause is specified not merely as ÖuvaJlEvov but as EVEpyOUV, its effect will not be
merely possible (öuva'tov), but will exist in actuality, and its actuality will be
explained through the EVEpyEta of its cause: here Aristotle says that the thing
caused is EVEpYOUJlEVOV. This takes a step toward the terminology of beingEVEpyEtq., but the EVEpYOUJlEVOV here is not the house but the house-being-built,
that persists only as long as its cause is EVEpyoUV: the EVEpyEta is simply the
KtVll0t<;, in this example the olKOÖoJlll0t<;. Aristotle has in this passage a nonPlatonic way of formulating the distinction between the diminished 'being' of
non-existent objects and 'being' in the full sense, according to which merely possible objects have being-through-a-öuvaJlt<;, and fully actual objects have their
being in a way connected with EVEpyEta; but Aristotle is unwilling here to
describe their actuality as itself EVEpyEta, for the EVEpyEta exists only while the
object is being produced.
B.3. Actuality
This is why Aristotle invented the word Ev'tEAEXEta, the only word that is
always safely translated by 'actuality', since it is defined in opposition to
öuvaJlt<; as possibility-for-being (i.e., as existing-in-the-power-of-the-cause)
rather than to öuvaJlt<; as capacity-for-action. The word Ev'tEAEXEta occurs only
in Aristotle and in writers who are obviously imitating hirn, and Aristotle never
gives an explicit account of its origin or etymology, but the rneaning is clear
enough: as Alexander of Aphrodisias and other Greek commentators remark,
Aristotle coined the word as a technical equivalent of 'tEAEto'tll<;, being-complete. 37 As Aristotle says in the Metaphysics v 16.1021 b23-30,
those things in which the 'tEAo<; (being something good) is present are called 'tEAEta, for they are 'tEAEta through possessing
the 'tEAo<; (Ka'tu 'to eXEtV 'to 'tEAo<;); thus, since the 'tEAo<; is
something which is last (eoxa'tov), by a transference to bad

37 Alexander uses EVtEAEXEUX and tEAE1.6tll~ as equivalent (as in Quaestiones iii 2, cited in a previous note); in bis De anima he explains EVtEAEXEl.U in tenns of tEAE1.6tll~, and says that 'it was Aristotle's custom to call the tEAE1.6tll~ also EVtEAEXEl.U' (Praeter Commentaria Scripta Minora pt. i 16).
Similarly Simplicius in his Physics commentary says that Aristotle 'uses EvtEAEXEl.U to mean
tEAE1.6tll~' (In Aristotelis Physicorum Libros Quattuor Priores Commentaria 414). The Greek commentators on the Categories, when they defend Aristotle's choice to extend the meaning of 'K:UtllYOptU' from 'accusation' to 'predication' (or the like), mention the alternate possibility of coining a
neologism, and they cite Aristotle's coining of EVtEAEXEl.U as the standard example of neologism: so
especially Porphyry Isagoge et In Aristotelis Categorias Commentaria 55.
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things [from good ones] we also say that something has been
destroyed 'tEAElro<; (totally, utterly), or that it has perished
'tEAElro<; (totally, utterly), when there is nothing missing from
the perishing and the evil, and it is at the last (E1tt 'tql Eoxa'tcp);
thus the end of something (;, 'tEAEu'tll) is called a 'tEAO<; by
transference, since they are both last things, but a 'tEAO<; [properly] is a last thing for-the-sake-of-which.
Disregarding the distinction between good and bad 'tEAll, we may elucidate Aristotle's picture as folIows: a thing X is 'tEAEtOV, or has come-to-be 'tEAElro<;, when
the process of producing X has been completed, when the last part of X has been
added (whether 'parts' in a strict sense, or more loosely factors combining to
constitute X), and X therefore exists on its own, apart from the process producing
it. The building of a house can serve as an example, but the most obvious case is
the generation of an animal: thus at Generation 01Animals ii 1 Aristotle says that
some kinds of animals 'tEAEOtOUpyEt, i.e., produce a 'tEAEtOV offspring, and
'bring forth outside something similar to themselves, as those which bear live
into the visible [outside world], whereas others bear something which is unarticulated and has not taken on its own proper form' (732a25-28); these others produce eggs or larvae, animals that are not yet 'tEAEtU and must still be brought to
completion, but even here the eggs may be 'tEAEtU or a'tEATl, considered qua eggs
(732b 1-6); the process of producing offspring and bringing them to completion is
a1to'tEAEtV (732a32). Since the result that finally emerges from the cooperation
of the active and passive powers is called 'tEAEtoV, as Aristotle puts it in Metaphysics v 16, KU'tU 'to EXEtV 'to 'tEAO<;, Aristotle forms the abstract noun
EV'tEAEXEtU to describe this condition. 38 The consequence is that Aristotle does
not conceive actuality, EV'tEAEXEtU, simply as 'full, complete reality' (LSJ' s
translation) by opposition to some diminished sense of being, nor as 'perfeetion'
understood without reference to the process of perfecting: EV'tEAEXEtU has reference to the process of production, and indicates that the process has reached its
term, and that the effect exists outside its efficient and material causes. The word
is thus opposed to being-in-ÖuvuJ.1t<;, and says nothing about whether the thing in
EV'tEAEXEtU is EVEPYOUV or merely possesses its own ÖUvaJ.1Et<;; the ÖUvuJ.1t<; to
which EV'tEAEXEtU is opposed is the ÖUvuJ.1t<;, not of the thing itself (e.g., the animal), but of its efficient and material causes (e.g., its father and mother).
This interpretation of Aristotle' s concept of actuality is supported if we look at
other Greek philosophical terms for actuality: Aristotle's predecessors do not use
such terms, but his successors sometimes do, and unless they are Aristotelians (or
38 Ross 1924 ii 245-246 discuses the etymology of EVtEAEXEUX, and comes to the wrong conclusions. The word might have been just tEAEXEUX, like VOUVEXEUX, but the fonn EvtEAEXEUX is not surprising; EV-X is the adjectival fonn for 'containing X', like €VVOUV, €Jl<Ppov, and EVtEAEXEUX is not
just 'having a tEAoe;' but 'having one's tEAOe; within one'. There is no need to suppose (with Ross and
LSJ) that the compound EvtEAEXEta dePends on a prior compound EVtEAEe;, as tO EVtEAEe; €Xov: this is
not an Aristotelian phrase (EVtEAie; is not an Aristotelian word), and its meaning would be unc1ear,
whereas tO €XEtV tO tEAoe; is an Aristotelian phrase having just the right sense.
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Aristotelizing Platonists) they do not say EV'tEAEXEtU (nor do they use EVEpyEtU
to mean 'actuality'). I will cite two passages that use different terms for actuality,
both containing the root -'tEA- and referring to the completion of a process of production. The pseudo-Pythagorean writer Ocellus Lucanus, syncretizing Plato and
Aristotle while trying to pass hirnself off as prior to both of them, describes the
preconditions necessary for coming-to-be, one of which is the substratum of
change: he calls this 1tUVÖEXE~ and EKJ,lUYEtOV, following the Timaeus, but also
ÜAll, following Aristotle. After giving examples of the substrata of various
changes, Ocellus comments that 'everything is in these [substrata] ÖuvaJ,lEt prior
to coming-to-be, but auv'tEAEi~ once it has come-to-be and taken on its cpuat~'
(Ocellus On the Nature ofthe Universe ii 3). Clearly auv'tEAEtU is Ocellus' way
of saying EV'tEAEXEtU while trying to conceal his dependence on Aristotle; and
this helps to show, not only how a later Greek philosopher might paraphrase
Aristotle' s sense when barred from transcribing his words, but also how a Greek
philosopher might create a term to indicate actuality in contrast to being
ÖuVaJ,lEL The usual meaning of auv'tEAEtU (ignoring some clearly irrelevant
senses) is 'completion', in the sense of the carrying-through-to-completion of
something that has been begun; in Christian literature, beginning with St.
Matthew (13:39,40,49), it is used for 'the consummation of the age'. PseudoDemetrius of Phalerum praises the rhetorical effectiveness of a dying man who
writes a1tOlAoJ,lllv (I have perished) instead of a1tOAAUJ,lUt (I am perishing), since
this 'is more vivid through the auv'tEAEtU itself: for what has-come-to-be is more
manifest than what will-be or what is still coming-to-be' (On Style 214):
auv'tEAEtU here perhaps indicates the aorist tense, but it primarily refers to the

completion-of-action that would be signified either by the aorist or the perfect
tense (but not by the present or imperfect): it implies that a process of producing
(here destroying) something has been completed, that the thing is now all there
and exists on its own. 39 The verbs auv'tEAEtV, E1tt'tEAEtV, and (most commonly)
39 LSJ say that auv'tEAtKOe; in the grammarians means the aorist tense, but this is certainly not
always true, and I am not certain that it is ever true; LSJ themselves give as the technical grammatical
sense of auv'tEAEto. not 'aorist fonn' but 'completed action' (and so, correcdy, they take it in the passage of Pseudo-Demetrius). The usual tenns for the past tenses are (besides 1to.po.'to.'ttKOe; 'imperfect'), 1to.po.KEtJ,lEVOe; 'perfect', &opta'toe; 'aorist', and U1tEpauv'tEAtKOe; 'pluperfect'. Although
U1tEpauv'tEAtKOe; is the standard name for a tense, auv'tEAtKOe; is not: when it is used, it seems to be
the generic name for the group of tenses that indicate auv'tEAEto. or completed action, namely, the
perfect, the aorist, and the pluperfect. The Scholia on Dionysius Thrax, going catechetically through
the meanings of the different tenses, also ask 'what is auv'tEAtKOe;', and answer 'that is, completed
(1tE1tAllProJ,lEvoe;)' (p. 405), but this cannot be a single tense, for there is no room for it alongside the
1to.po.KEtflEVOe;, U1tEpauv'tEAtKOe;, and &opta'toe;, and it is clearly not being identified with any of
these. Indeed, we are told that 'the 1to.po.KEtflEVOe; (perfect tense) is also called the present auv'tEAtKOe;, since it has the completion of the action adjacent and present (me; 1to.po.KEtJ,lEVllV Ko.t
€VEa'tooao.v 't~v auv'tEAEto.V 'tou 1tpaYJ,lo.'toe;)' (p. 404, cf. p. 251). The 1to.po.'to.'ttKOe; (imperfect) is
not auv'tEAtKOe;, because it indicates an action that is not yet completed (OÜ1tro 'tE'tEAEaJ,lEvllv); the
&opta'toe; and U1tEpauv'tEAtKOe; are also auv'tEAtKOe;, but indicate a different relation to the
auv'tEAEto. (the completion of the action) than does the 1to.po.KEtflEVOe;: the meanings of these tenses,
and their technical names, are analyzed as 'U1tEpauv'tEAtKOe; from having the action completed (auv-
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a1to'tEAEtV aB mean to produce a work and bring it to completion, whether this
work is a concrete substance or an event (we have already seen Aristotle using
a1to'tEAEtV in the Generation 0/ Animals for the perfecting of offspring, and in
the same work he speaks of E1tt'tEAEtV 'tT,v YEVEcrtV); OceBus Lucanus (who uses
aB three of these verbs) surely intends cruv'tEAEta to indicate the result of cruv'tEAEtV, and immediately after saying that things that have come-to-be exist cruv'tEAE{~ he speaks of the conditions necessary in order that changes E1tt'tEArov'tat
(Ocellus ii 4). So Ocellus thinks he can best contrast actuality with potential
being by using a term that describes it as the final result of a process of production; OceBus thinks he is capturing Aristotle's intention in creating the word
EV'tEAEXEta, and it seems likely that he iso
The verb a1to'tEAEtV yields another post-Aristotelian equivalent for
EV'tEAEXEta, that again supports the same interpretation of Aristotle. 'A1tO'tEAEtV
'ta EPYOV is a standard phrase already in Aristotle, and in the HeBenistic period
this phrase is used to give a description of the condition of an EPYOV when it has
been brought forth by its efficient cause out of its material cause. Instead of
EpyOV, the Stoics say a1to'tEAEcr~a, that which is produced: this word is a postAristotelian coinage, but it becomes quite common, and Sextus uses it as the
standard technical term for what we call the 'effect', whatever it is of which a
cause is the cause. 40 Sextus (drawing presumably on Stoic sourees) contrasts the
a1to'tEAEcr~a either with the at'ttov or with a pair, the 1totouv and the 1tacrxov;
but any reference to the al'ttov is also a reference to the 1totouv and the 1tacrxov,
since the Stoics (following Plato, Philebus 26e-27a) say that cause and 1totOUV
mean the same, while the 1tacrxov is the necessary correlate of the cause. 41 Usually the a1to'tEAEcr~a is the concrete body that is produced by the cause, but once
Sextus uses the term like EV'tEAEXEta (or like Ocellus' cruv'tEAEta) to indicate the
status the effect enjoys of having-been-produced. Sex~us is arguing, in Against
the Musicians, that sound does not exist, and he argues in particular that asound
is not complete at any instant, but only over aperiod of time: 'sound is not con'tE'tEAEcrIlEVOV) a long time ago, aOptcr'tOC; from it not being determined when the action was completed (a1tO 'tou 1lT, OpiSEtV 1tO'tE 'tE'tEAEcrIlEVOV ecrXE 'to 1tpaYJlcx)', where the perfect tense is interpreted as indicating recent completion (p. 404; this is a bit disturbing, given the way we now conceive
Greek grammar). If there were a single tense that indicated crUV'tEAEtCX, it would certainly be called
crUV'tEAtKOC;, but as there is not, it is better not to appropriate this name for any single tense. The Latin
grammarians, not being troubled by the duality of perfect and aorist tenses, call their tenses of completed action simply perfectum and plus quam perfeetum, translating crUV'tEAtKOC; and
U1tEpcrUV'tEAtKOC;.
40 Thus Sextus presents it as commonly agreed that CXt'ttOV is Öt' ö EVEPYOUV yiVE'tCXt 'to
a1tO'tEAEcrIlCX (Outlines of Pyrrhonism iii 14).
41 It is strange that Frede 1987 seems to think that the restriction of the notion of 'cause' to active
causes is a post-Aristotelian, Stoic innovation. Frede certainly knows Philebus 26e6-8 ('the nature of
the 1totouv differs from the cxhicx in nothing but name, and 1tOtOUV and CXt'ttOV would rightly be called
one'), since he mentions Iamblichus' interpretation of this passage (Frede 1987, 127) without telling
us what the passage itself said: Frede manages to leave his readers with the impression that it was not
Plato's text, but only Iamblichus' post-Stoic interpretation of Plato, which identified the cause with
the 1tOtouv.
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ceived in a1to'tEAEOI..u1 or in U1too'tUOt<;, but in coming-to-be and temporal extension; but what is conceived in coming-to-be is coming-to-be and does not yet
exist, just as neither a house which is coming-to-be, nor a ship nor any of the
many other things, is said to exist; so sound is nothing' (Adv. MatlI. vi 57). Here
a1to'tEAE0J..lU, like U1too'tUOt<;, indicates the status of full existence, as opposed
perhaps to things that do not exist at an, but most emphatically to things that do
not yet fully exist because they are still coming-to-be; Sextus chooses to express
this concept by creating an abstract sense, 'producedness', for his standard term
for the 'product' of the active and passive powers. It seems clear that Sextus'
intended sense is the same as Ocellus' , and once again it seems likely that Aristotle' s intention was also the same. Hippolytus, writing probably not long after
Sextus, after stating Aristotle' s doctrine that the soul is the EV'tEAEXEtU of the
body, confidently paraphrases it by saying that the soul is 'the epyov and
a1to'tEAE0J..lU of the body' (Refutation ofAll Heresies vii 24.2): Hippolytus is taking EV'tEAEXEtU to be a peculiar Aristotelian variant of the normal Hellenistic
word a1to'tEAEO'J..lu. 42 Indeed, Aristotle all but forces an identification between
EV'tEAEXEtU and the status of an epyov (what a Hellenistic philosopher would call
a1to'tEAEO')lU) in Metaphysics ix 1, when he notes that being is said not only of
the different categories, but also 'KU'tU ÖUVUJ..ltV and [KU't'] EV'tEAEXEtUV and
KU'tU 'to epyov' (1045b33-34), and then immediately proposes an investigation of
'Öuvu)lt<; and EV'tEAEXEtU' (b34-35); KU'tU 'to epyov is just a paraphrase of KU't'
EV'tEAEXEtUV, explaining that it means existing as something already produced,
and not merely as something someone might some day decide to make.
I think what has been said so far is sufficient to explain why Aristotle establishes, alongside the original distinction between ÖUVUJ..lt<; as power and EVEpyEtU
as activity (the 'second potentiality-second actuality' distinction of the standard
picture), a new distinction between being ÖUVelJ..lEt and being EV'tEAEXEt~ (the
'first potentiality-first actuality' distinction of the standard picture). Only the latter distinction is really a distinction between potentiality and actuality: the
power-activity distinction is originally Platonic, and is originally unconnected
with any distinction between being-in-the-full-sense and the diminished being of
not-yet-existent objects; it is only Aristotle, and only the relatively mature Aristotle, who uses the power-activity distinction to develop a potentiality-actuality
distinction (that is, a way of conceiving the difference between full and diminished being), and this potentiality-actuality distinction, while connected with the
42 I am grateful to lan Mueller for showing me both this passage, and his forthcoming article
'Hippolytus, Aristotle, Basilides' . Mueller thinks Hippolytus is simply confused about the meaning of
EvtEAEXEHX, and this is possible (Hippolytus is confused about enough other things in Aristotle); but I
do not think we must (or should) assume this, especially given the text of Sextus using a1tOtEAE<JJ!a.
in the sense of EvtEAEXEtCX. Hippolytus is perhaps taking Aristotle's doctrine of the soul as
EVtEAEXEta. too concretely, interpreting the soul as the product of the seed's action on the appropriate
matter, rather than the producedness resulting from this action; but this is not a gross misinterpretation, and Aristotle himself slides between more abstract and more concrete ways of describing the
soul.
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power-activity distinction in the way I have described, must not be confused with
it. When Aristotle says in De anima ii 1 that the soul is the EV'tEAEXEta of the
body having life ÖuvallEt (i.e., of the seed), he means that the state of possessing
soul is the state of having been generated from the appropriate active and passive
powers. If Socrates has a soul, then at some previous time Sophroniscus and
Phainarete must have exercised their ÖuvaIlEt~, but Socrates (if he is sleeping) is
not now exercising any Öuvallt~ of his own: the intention of De anima ii 1 is
clearly to distinguish the possession of soul both from merely potentiallife on the
one hand, and from EVEpyEta on the other (cf. 412a22-26). Aristotle says that the
soul, since it is said like E1tta't~llll and not like 8EmpEtV, is 'EV'tEAEXEta 1, 1tpoo'tll
of a natural body potentially having life' (412a27-28), but this does not mean that
there is such a thing as a ÖEu'tEpa EV'tEAEXEta. What Aristotle says (after saying
that the soul is 'an EV'tEAEXEta of such a body' [412a21-22]) is that 'this is said in
two ways, one as E1tta't~llll, the other as 8EmpEtV' (412a22, repeating 412a1011); he says further on that the act of seeing (öpaat~) is EV'tEAEXEta in one way,
and the power of sight (ö'Vt~) is EV'tEAEXEta in another (412b27-413a1). This
means, not that there are two kinds of EV'tEAEXEta, but that any given EV'tEAEXEta
(such as seeing or living) can be predicated in two ways, through EXEtv and
through EVEpyEtV, and therefore that identifying the soul with the EV'tEAEXEta of
living is ambiguous between saying that soul is present whenever something is
living in the weak sense, or only when it is living in the strong sense.
'EV'tEAEXEta by itself indicates the weaker sense of living; it is the EVEpyEta of
the EV'tEAEXEta that indicates the stronger sense.
B.4. EVEpyEta as actuality
It remains more obseure how Aristotle eomes to use EVEpyEta in the sense of
EV'tEAEXEtU, and to speak of 'to OV EVEPYEi~ or 'to OV KU't' EVEpyEtUv, and not
merely Ka't' EV'tEAEXEtaV or Ka'tu 'to EpyOV. I think this usage is always somewhat improper: the description of EV'tEAEXEta as EVEP'YEta is an analogical extension of the term EVEP'YEta beyond its strict meaning. Aristotle usually, but not
consistently, avoids this usage in his physical treatises, and he consistently
avoids it in Metaphysics i-v and vii (not in other books of the Metaphysics). But
in Metaphysics ix (and xii), to the contrary, Aristotle avoids the term EvtEAEXEta,
and uses EVEpyEta for 'actuality' as freely as for 'activity': we must give some
account of why he does this.
Metaphysics ix is a book with a thesis: Aristotle wants to show that EVEpyEta is
prior (in several ways) to ÖuVallt~, and to conclude (in Metaphysics xii) that the
first principles are pure EVEpyEta without (unexercised) Öuvallt~, thus answering
a question from Metaphysics iii (1002b32-1003a5). He argues, in partieular, that
EVEP'YEta is prior to Öuvallt~ in ouala, not only because eternally unchanging
things (which contain no unexercised Öuvallt~) are prior to changeable things,
but also because, even within the realm of changeable things, 'the ouala and the
form is an EVEpyEta' (1050b3-4). This conclusion is not supposed to be obvious
without argument, and Aristotle tries in Metaphysics ix to justify describing the
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actual existence of a substance as EvEpyEta.
Aristotle gives some justification in chapter 6, where he lists aseries of pairs of
things related as EVEpyEta and öuvaJ..lt~, and says that these relations are all one
by analogy, although they fall into two different classes, 'some [being said] as
Kiv"crt~ to ÖuvaJ..lt~, and others as oucria to a matter' (1048b8-9). Here a clarification is in order. Aristotle is trying to pass in this chapter from a more superficial to a deeper sense of öuvaJ..lt~ and EVEpyEta, but it is often misunderstood
what the difference between the two senses is supposed to be. Furth gives the
whole chapter the heading 'EvEpYEta-ÖuvaJlt~distinction distinguished from
Kiv"crt~-ÖuvaJ..lt~distinction', and certainly at 1048b18 and following Aristotle
is distinguishing in some way between EVEpyEta and Kivl1crt~;43 but this is not the
point of the whole chapter. The distinction between those activities that may be
called KtV~crEt~ and those activities that should only be called EVEpyEtat is a relatively fine point; the major distinction is between EVEpyEta as activity and
EVEpyEta as actuality, and between the corresponding kinds of ÖUVaJ..lEt~. This is
the distinction Aristotle means when he says that some EVEpyEtat are said 'as
Kiv"crt~ to öuvaJ..lt~, and others as oucria to a matter': clearly 'what has been differentiated out of the matter' and 'the worked-up' and 'Hermes' are said as
oucria in relation to 'the matter', 'the unworked', and 'the wood'; the other
examples all indicate activities, and it is these that Aristotle means to be related
to their correlates as Kiv"crt~ to ÖuvaJ..lt~. But the activities listed are 8EropEtV,
seeing, being awake, and house-building, of which at least the first three are not
KtV"crEt~ in the technical sense of incomplete activities. So this narrow sense of
Kiv"crt~ is not what Aristotle means at 1048b8-9 when he distinguishes the
Kiv"crt~-ÖuvaJ..lt~relation from the oucria-üA" relation. But this passage answers
the passage at the beginning of the chapter, where Aristotle promises that the process of distinguishing the different kinds of EVEpyEta will also show that things
are not called Öuva'tov only with regard to KtVEtV and KtVEtcr8ut, but also in
some other way (1 048a27-30). So the distinction between the two kinds of
ÖuvaJ..lt~ is not a distinction between ÖuvaJ..lt~ to Kiv"crt~ and ÖuvaJ..lt~ to some
other kind of activity, but rather the distinction between öuvaJ..lt~ to EVEpyEta as
Kiv"crt~ (i.e., activity) and öuvaJ..lt~ to EVEpyEta as oucria (i.e., actuality). In
using Kiv"crt~ broadly to cover all activities, Aristotle is reverting to the terminology of the Protrepticus and the Magna Moralia, where he had not yet distinguished activity from motion, and so referred to all activities as KtV~crEt~;44 he
43 KivllCH<; is a subclass of EVEP'YEta (EVEP'YEta a'tEA~<;, EVEP'YEta 'tot> a'tEAot><;, EVEP'YEta 'tot>
KtVOUJlEVOU) and so is not properly contradistinguished from EVEP'YEta: but KtV~crEt<;, being a'tEAEt<;,
are not the best examples of the class of EVEP'YEtat, so that Aristotle can say 'this kind of thing I call
EVEP'YEta, that Klvllcrt<;' (Meta. l048b34-35, cf. l048b28). Aristotle is not here denying (what elsewhere he plainly affirms) that KtV~crEt<; are EVEP'YEtat, any more than I deny that men are animals
when I say 'this kind of thing I call an aninlal, that a man'. I will discuss these issues in the sequel on
EVEP'YEta and Kivncrt<;.
44 Protrepticus B80 (cited above) says that a sleeper is said to live 'on account of his being able
to pass over (JlE'taßaAAEtv) into that Klvllcrt<; on account of which we say that someone is awake and
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goes back to this tenninology here, obviously, because he cannot use EVEPYEHX to
mean activity in a passage whose point is to show that not only activity but also
actuality merits the name EvEpyEta. Precisely because he has used KtV1l0t<;
loosely for all activities in the first part of Metaphysics ix 6, Aristotle must go
back at the end of the chapter (1 048b18-36) to repair the damage by distinguishing KtVllOEt<; from other kinds of activity.
We can best interpret Aristotle's analogy between KtV1l0t<; and ouota if we
recognize that KtV1l0t<;, like ouota, is the name of a category: although it is not
on the canonicallist of categories in the Categories, Aristotle clearly refers to a
category of KtVl10t<; at Metaphysics 1029b22-25, 1054a4-6, 1069a21-22, and
1071al-2: this is what is elsewhere divided into the categories of 1tOtEtV and
1taOXEtV. 45 In Metaphysics ix Aristotle draws an analogy between the relation of
accidents to their underlying ouota and the relation of an ouota to its underlying
matter (1049a27-36): in each case the subject is ÖUVaJ,.lEt what is predicated of it,
and the analogy is supposed to make clear the sense in which the matter is potentially the substance. 'Prior in time to this man who already exists Kat' EVEpYEtaV
and the wheat and what-is-seeing (oprov) are the matter and the seed and the
capable-of-sight (opattKOV), which are ÖuvaJ,.lEt man and wheat and seeing, but
not yet EVEPYEtq.' (1049bI9-23). The substance that has the power of sight can,
under the right conditions, exercise this passive power, so yielding a KtV1l0t<; (in
the category-sense) of vision, and becoming seeing in EVEpyEta after being seeing only in ÖuvaJ,.lt<;; analogously, Aristotle now suggests, some kind of matter,
e.g., the menstrual blood, can, under the right conditions, exercise its passive
power of becoming a man, so yielding the ouota of humanity, and becoming a
man in EVEpyEta after being a man only in ÖuvaJlt<;. As a KtV1l0t<; like seeing,
prior to the exercise of the active and passive powers, is present only ÖUVUJ..lEt in
its underlying ouota, so an ouola like the man, prior to the exercise of the active
and passive powers, is present only ÖuVaJlEt in its underlying matter. By the
same analogy, Aristotle describes the full existence of the ouota in its underlying
matter as being EVEPYE1~ or Kat' EvepyEtav, just as the full existence of a
Klv1l0t<; in its underlying ouota is EVEpyEtq. or Kat' EvepyEtav.
In the case of the ouota, as in the case of the Klv1l0t<;, there must be an exercise (EvEpyEta) of the powers to bring about the full existence of the object: so, as
senses some object', where apparently the only license for calling being-awake-and-sensing a
Klvllcrt<; is that it is a 1tOtEtV or 1tacrXEtv. For the mature Aristotle, this would license only the claim
that it is an EVEPYEtCX, not the more specific claim that it is a Klvllcrt<; (note that being-awake is
expressed by the perfect EYPllyoPEVCXt); nor could the mature Aristotle possibly speak, as here, of
IlEtaßaAAEtV Ei<; t~v KlvllcrtV (Physics v 2 explicitly denies the possibility of such a thing). MM ii 7
says that pleasure is not a YEvEcrt<; but rather a ldVllcrt<; Kat EVEPYEta of the soul. I will discuss these
texts, and their relation to Aristotle's other statements about Klvllcrt<; and EvEPYEta, in the sequel.
45 The category of Klvllcrt<; also appears at EE 1217b26-33: but while Klvllcrt<; is mentioned
singly in line 33, KtVEtcr8at and KtVEtV are a pair in line 29. Aristotle needs to divide the category of
Klvllcrt<; into 1tOtEtV and 1tacrXEtV, or KtVEtV and KtVEtcr8at, to make sense of the claim that not every
agent or mover is ipso facto itself affected or moved. Once more, I will return to these issues in the
sequel.
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we have seen, Physics ii 3 describes the house-being-built as EVEpYOUJlEVOV, and
as being the effect not .lust of OUvaJlEt<; or OuvaJlEva but of EVEpyouvta. There is
a difference between the ouaia and the KivT\at<;, however, in that the powers
must remain exercised to maintain the full existence of the KivT\at<;, while they
need not remain exercised "(or even remain in existence) in order to maintain the
full existence of the ouaia. The seer and the thing seen must remain existent and
exercised for as long as the act of seeing remains existent, but the housebuilder
does not have to remain at work or even alive for as long as the house remins
standing, and the seed cannot continue to exist qua seed if the wheat is to come
into being. 46 This is why it is not strictly proper for Aristotle to describe the actually existent ouaia as existing Kat' EVEpYEtav: he should say that it exists Kat'
EvtEAEXEtaV or (as in ix 1) Kata to epyov, implying an EVEpYEta in the perfect or
aorist, rather than Kat' EVEpYEtaV, suggesting an EVEpYEta in the present. But
even if there is no longer strictly an EVEpyEta, by virtue of the analogy Aristotle
says Kat' EVEpYEtaV rather than Kata to epyov; and, just as an EVEpYEta in the
strict sense may be called an epyov and a tEAo<;, so by analogy Aristotle calls any
epyov and tEAO<; an EvEpYEta. This is how he concludes, in particular, that 'the
ouaia and the form is an EVEpYEta' (1050b3-4), or at least that it is closer to an
EVEpYEta than to a OuvaJlt<;, which is what he needs for the argument of Metaphysics ix.
Aristotle consistently describes the EVEpYEtat of non-productive powers as
being their epya: this comes up originally in the Protrepticus, where Aristotle
must argue that <PpoVllOt<; is not a productive but a theoretical science, or, equivalently, that its epyov does not consist in any external product, but simply in the
EVEpYEta of the science, to <ppovElv or contemplation. 47 Aristotle expands on the
epya of productive and non-productive powers in the Eudemian Ethics:
epyov is said in two ways: for of some things the epyov is
something beyond the xpftat<;, as the epyov of the art of housebuilding is a house rather than the act of housebuilding, and the
epyov of medicine is health rather than healing or the practice
46 It might be suggested that, at least in the case of the passive power of matter, the proper analogue of the power of seeing is not the matter' s power of becoming the substance but its power of
being the substance, and that the latter power (though not the fonner) must survive and must continue
to be exercised for the substance to continue to exist. But Aristotle does not seem to intend such a distinction in Metaphysics ix 6: one of the examples of öuvaj..1.t<; is the aVEpyao'tov, which does not
sound like something that survives and continues to be exercised. More seriously, it is just un-Aristotelian to assert that something must continue to happen, that something must continue to do or sujjer or generally EVEpyE'iv, for a substance at rest to continue to exist.
47 'The <PPOVtIlO<; will choose 'to <ppovE'iv most of all things, since this is the EpyOV of this
Öuvallt<;' (B40)~ ''to <ppovE'iv and 'to 8EropE'iv is the EpyOV of the soul and most choiceworthy of all
things for men' (B70)~ 'this science must be said to be a theoretical one, since it is impossible for its
'tEAO<; to be a production' (B69). In B68-70 Aristotle distinguishes <ppovl1ot<; as a theoretical science
from productive sciences, which have their EpyOV and 'tEAO<; outside them: this is a response to the
challenge of Euthydemus 291d-292e, and especially Clitophon 409a7-410a6, to name the EpyOV of
wisdom or of the highest virtue.
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of medicine; but of other things the XPll0tC; is itself the epyov,
as seeing is the epyov of sight and contemplation is the epyov
of mathematical knowledge. (1219a13-17)
Here Aristotle concludes that 'of those things whose XPll0tC; is their epyov, the
XPll0tC; must be better than the possession' (1219a17), since 'the 'tEAOC; of each
thing is its epyov' (1219a8), and the 'tEAOC; is always better than that ofwhich it is
the 'tEAOC;; in a productive power, by contrast, the external epyov is the 'tEAOC;, and
the EVEpyEtU or XPll0tC; is not the 'tEAOC; and need not be better than the possession. But in Metaphysics ix 8 Aristotle argues that 'the epyov is the 'tEAOC;, and
the EVEpyEtU is the epyov' (1050a21-22), and that the EVEpyEtU is therefore superior to the ÖUvuJ..UC;, for all ÖUVUJlEtC; including housebuilding. Aristotle is now
arguing, not merely that some EVEPYEtUt are identical with the epyu they produce, but that in some sense they all are: it is this identification that allows him to
assert that 'the OUOlU and the form is EVEpyEtU' (1050b2-3).
Aristotle of course continues to recognize the distinction between the two
kinds of activities, but he does not think this distinction is fatal to his claim that
the EVEpyEtU is the epyov and the 'tEAOC;:
since in some cases the XPll0tC; is the last thing (as seeing is the
last thing for sight, and nothing else comes-to-be from sight
beyond this), while from some things something comes-to-be
(as from the art of housebuilding, beyond the act of housebuilding, a house also comes-to-be), yet nonetheless [the
EVEpyEtU] is the 'tEAOC; in the former cases, and in the latter
cases it is more 'tEAOC; than the ÖuvuJltC; iso (1050a23-28)
We might think that in cases like housebuilding the EVEpyEtU or XPllotC; (what
takes place in the soul of the builder) and the ep'Yov (the house) would be two
entirely distinct things, and that the superiority of the epyov to the ÖuvuJltC;
would not imply any superiority in the Evep'YEtu, considered in itself and without
regard to what it produces. But Aristotle denies this; and he gives an argument
based on his general theory of the EvepyEtUt of the active and passive powers.
For the act of housebuilding is in the house-being-built, and it
comes-to-be, and is, simultaneously with the house. And of
whatever things there is something else which comes-to-be
beyond the XPll0tC;, the EVEpyEtU of these things is in the
1tOtOUJlEVOV, as the act of housebuilding is in the house-beingbuilt and the weaving is in the thing-woven, and similarly in
other cases, and in general the Klvll0tC; is in the KtVOUJlEVOV.
(1050a28-34)48
48 Instead of saying that sometbing comes-to-be 1t<xpa tllv EVEP'YEt<XV, Aristotle says here 1t<xpa
tllv XPTt<HV, as in EE ii 1. In the EE XPTtat~ was a standard term for EVEP'YEt<X, but in Metaphysics ix it
is not: Aristotle chooses tbis obsolescent term to make bis old point that the product of a productive
activity is sometbing other than the activity or exercise of the power, because if he made the point
with the tenn EVEP'YEt<X, he would clash with bis new claim that the EVEP'YEt<X of the maker is in the
thing made (nonetheless, he goes back to 1t<xpa tllv EVEP'YEt<XV at 1050a35).
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Plato had spoken (in the 'Heraclitean' account of sensation at Theaetetus 156157) of the active and passive powers as coming together and giving birth to the
'fast motions' (as Plato calls them), the EVEpyEUlt of the sense and the sensible,
or more generally of the passive and active powers: these offspring are always
'twins' (156a8-b1), in that the active and passive powers must always be exercised simultaneously. Aristotle builds on this discussion in Plato, but he prefers
to say, not that there are 'twin' EVEPYEUlt or Ktv~aEt~, but that the two powers
have brought into existence a single EVEpyEUI or Kivllat~ with two aspects (like
the road from Athens to Thebes, that may be considered from either direction),
and that this single EVEpyEta takes place in the 1taaxov or KtVOUJlEVOV, not in the
1tOtouv or KtVOUV. So Aristotle argues in Physics iii 3, where his motive is plainly
to avoid the consequence that 'the Kivllat~ [as to KtvEtV] will be in the
KtVOUV ... so that either every KtVOUV will be moved, or else it will not be moved
even though it contains a Kivllat~' (202a28-31): the consequence that all movers
are moved does indeed follow from the Theaetetus account, according to which a
'generation' or transition from ÖuvaJlt~ to 'fast motion' occurs simultaneously in
each of the two interacting powers. But Aristotle denies that all movers are
moved, and in particular he denies that the sensible undergoes a real change of
state when it operates on the sense: the only real change occurs in the 1taaxov or
KtVOUJlEVOV, and this is to be described as the operation (EvEpyEta) of the
1totouv, not on itself, but on the 1taaxov and taking place in the 1taaxov. 49 Aristode applies this principle in Metaphysics ix 8 to conclude that even in cases like
housebuilding, where there is an external epyov produced by the exercise of the
power, the EpyOV and the EVEpyEta are not entirely distinct: the EVEpyEta of the
art of housebuilding takes place in the EPYOV, in the house that is being built, 'it
comes-to-be, and is, simultaneously with the house'. In a strict sense, the only
EVEpYEta here is the YEVEat~ of the house, that does not persist once the house is
complete, and is not the tEAo~ but a means to the tEAO~. But by the analogy
between the production of an external EpyOV and the production of an internal
EpyOV like contemplation, Aristotle describes not just the process of teaching or
healing, but the resulting EpyOV of knowledge or health (which are not actions or
passions but E~Et~ and qualities) as the EV EpYEta of the 1tOtOUV in the 1taaxov:
that by which we know is knowledge and that by which we are healthy is health,
and 'knowledge and health are a certain figure and form and A6yo~ and as-it-were
49 I will diseuss Aristotle on unmoved movers, and bis doetrine that the EVEP'YEUX. of the 1tOtOUV
takes plaee in the 1tacrxov, in the sequel on EVEP'YEUX. and KtVncrt<;. Wbile God is an important exampIe of an unmoved mover, sensible qualities are an example we ean understand mueh more easily
(and provide Aristotle with bis model for God's eausality). The argument I deseribe here about sensible qualities is Aristotle's argument at the beginning of De anima iii 7: 'it is evidently the aicr9n'tov
whieh makes the aicr9n'ttKOV, from being OUvaJlEt, to be EVEP'YEi~; for it [the aicr9n'tov] does not
suffer and is not altered' (431a4-5); therefore the aicr9n'tov is the 1tOtOUV and the aicr9n'ttKOV is the
1tacrxov, rather than viee versa. The last part of the sentenee is usually nlisunderstood as denying that
the aicrGt,'ttKOV suffers or is altered; tbis saerifiees the logie (and the grammar) of the present passage
for the sake of a parallel with De anima ii 5. The true meaning of the present passage is evident onee
it has been pointed out.
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(otOV) EV EP'YEta of the recipient, of the capable-of-knowledge or the healable, for
it seems that the EVEP'YEta of the 1tOtll'ttKOl inheres in the 1taaxov and the thingdisposed' (De anima 414a8-12).
Aristotle' s argument in Metaphysics ix 8 turns on this identification of
EVEP'YEta with ep'Yov. Aristotle' s thesis is that EVEP'YEta is always prior-in-ouala
to ÖuvaJlt~. He takes it as agreed that the 'tEAO~, the final stage of natural or artificial coming-to-be, is prior in ouala to the starting point of generation, as a
mature animal is prior to the seed (1050a4-9); he then states the more controversial premise that in each case 'the EVEP'YEta is the 'tEAO~, and the ÖuvaJlt~ is
acquired for the sake of this' (1 050a9-1 0). In arguing for this claim, Aristotle
first gives the standard examples of EVEP'YEta and ÖuvaJlt~: people have sight in
order to see, the art of housebuilding in order to house-build, and theoretical
knowledge in order to contemplate. But he wants the conclusion to hold not only
'in cases where the 'tEAO~ is a Klvllat~' (1050aI7), but also for the natural productions of substances, where the 'tEAO~ is the form: 'also matter is ÖUVaJlEt,
because it would [under appropriate conditions] go into the form; whenever it is
EVEP'YEl~, then it is in the form' (1050aI5-16). Why, in this case, should the
'tEAO~ be described as an EVEP'YEta? Aristotle says: 'for the ep'Yov is the 'tEAO~,
and the EVEP'YEta is the ep'Yov, and for this reason the word "EVEP'YEta" is said in
the sense of the ep'Yov (AE'YE'tat Ka'tu 'to ep'Yov), and is extended (auv'tElvEt) to
the EV'tEAEXEta' (1050a21-23). Bonitz and Ross take 'auv'tElVEt' here as meaning that the EVEP'YEta contributes to the resulting EV'tEAEXEta (Bonitz 1870, s.v.
'EV'tEAEXEta'; Ross 1924 ii 245): but although this seems possible in the abstract
it yields nonsense in the context, where Aristotle is trying to show that form is
included under 'EVEP'YEta' rather than that it is the result of EVEP'YEta; it also
ignores the fact that the subject of 'auv'tElvEt' is 'övoJla' rather than 'EVEP'YEta',
and it fails the test of the parallel in Metaphysics ix 3, that says that 'the name
"EVEP'YEta," which is applied to EV'tEAEXEta Cl, EVEP'YEta 'toüvoJla, ;, 1tPO~ 'tl,V
EV'tEAEXEtaV auv'tt8EJlEvll), has been extended to other things especially from
KtV"aEt~' (1047a30-31). Aristotle is saying that the word 'EVEP'YEta' originally
applies to KtV"aEt~ (whether narrowly 'changes' or more broadly 'activities'),
and that it applies by extension to the ouala that an agent produces in a matter.
Given this reading of the 'auv'tEtVEt' phrase, 'AE'YE'tat Ka'tu 'to ep'Yov' must
mean, not (as Ross thinks) that the word 'EVEP'YEta' is etymologically derived
from the word ep'Yov, but that the word 'EVEP'YEta' is said in the sense of 'EP'YOV':
as we know from Metaphysics ix 1.1045b33-34, 'Ka't' EV'tEAEXEtav' means the
same as 'Ka'tu 'to ep'Yov', and whatever AE'YE'tat Ka'tu 'to ep'Yov also auv'tElvEt
1tpO~ 't~v EV'tEAEXEtav. As Aristotle immediately goes on to say, there is a difference between the case of non-productive powers, where the ep'Yov is simply identical with the EVEP'YEta, and the case of productive powers, where the EVEP'YEta is
in some external ep'Yov: but 4e mentions this difference only to conclude that his
thesis (that the EVEP'YEta is the 'tEAO~ for the sake of which the ÖuvaJlt~ is
acquired, and, therefore, that the EVEP'YEta is prior-in-ouala to the ÖuvaJlt~) is
safe in either case, since the EVEP'YEta 'is the 'tEAO~ in the former cases, and in the
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latter cases it is more 'tEAO<; than the Öuvallt<; is' (1050a27-8). Since the
EVEpyEta, strictly speaking, is closer to a thing' s natural 'tEAO<; than the Öuvallt<;
is, it is prior to the Öuvallt<; in the order of substance: sometimes the EVEpyEta
simply is the 'tEAO<;, and there it is an EpyOV in the category of KlvT\at<;, but even
where the EVEpyEta constitutes a further EpyOV in the category of substance, this
new EPYOV, though not an EVEpyEta in the strict sense, can be called EVEpyEta by
analogy with the former type of EPYOV, and is at any rate more properly described
as EVEpyEta than as ÖuVallt<;. This may not seem like a very strong argument for
the conclusion Aristotle immediately draws, that 'the ouala and the form is
EVEpyEta' (1050b2-3), or (perhaps better) it may not seem to justify this conclusion in a very strong sense, but this is the only argument he ever offers for this
conclusion, and the sense of the conclusion that this argument justifies is the only
sense of the conclusion he ever justifies, and perhaps the only one he ever
requires.
Tbe EpyOV that is said to have its being through an EVEpyEta is thus a generalization of 'to eppOVEtV or 'to 8EropEtV, the accident in the category of KlvT\at<; that
is the EpyOV of intellectual virtue. From knowing Ka'ta Öuva~ttv, we come to
know Ka't' EVEpyEtaV; our act of knowledge, from existing in our Öuvallt<;,
comes to exist in our EVEpyEta; the act of knowledge is the EpyOV that we produce, and our EVEpyEta exists in our Epyov, and is identical with our EpyOV. As
we have seen, Aristotle takes knowledge Ka'ta ÖuvalltV (the kind of ÖuVallt<; he
had originally considered in the Protrepticus) as the paradigmatic case of
ÖuvaJ..lt~; so he takes the production of knowledge Ka't' EVEP'YEtav as the
paradigmatic case of production, not only the production of accidents but also the
production of substances. Aristotle solves the problem of coming-to-be in terms
of Öuvallt<; and EVEpyEta, power and activity, that is, he explains how a thing can
come-to-be (and in what sense it already was before coming-to-be) by explaining
how its efficient and material causes, as active and passive powers, can produce
it (and in what sense it already existed in these causes). While Aristotle takes
over Plato' s general theory of powers as active and passive (correcting this theory by the EVEpYEta-KlvT\at<; distinction, and the assertion that the EvepyEta of
the agent is in the patient), his detailed understanding of what a Öuvallt<; does
when it operates is taken over from the only special case Plato cared about
enough to discuss in detail, the case of knowledge. Aristotle is unimpressed by
Plato' sanswer (as given in the fifth hypothesis of the second part of the Parmenides) to the Eleatic argument against coming-to-be, a merely logical answer
that distinguishes senses of being without grasping the causes of coming-to-be;
but Aristotle is very much impressed with Plato's answer (as given in the Euthydemus, and elaborated in the Theatetetus parallel) to the eristic argument against
coming-to-know. If we know in the sense of a K't11at<; or (in the weak sense) a
E~t<;, then we can come to know in E~t<; (in the strong sense) or XP11at<;; as the
Theaetetus says, what we have in the first stage is a ÖuVallt<;, and, as the Protrepticus infers, when we pass from knowing in the first way to knowing in the second we are exercising this active or passive Öuvallt<;, so that some EvepyEta,
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some 1C{VTlcrl~ of 1t01E1V or 1tacrXElv, comes-to-be through our activity. Starting
from this one peculiar case of coming-to-be, Aristotle turns Plato's answer to the
eristics into an answer to the Eleatics. For Aristotle (unlike Plato) a simple distinction in the senses of being is not sufficient to explain why things are possible,
and so why they may come-to-be: we can only understand possibility by understanding the powers whose conjunction makes things possible, and we can best
understand powers by examining the powers of theoretical and practical knowledge that we ourselves possess. 50
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50 As an appendix, I would like to note an odd and little-discussed passage that might seem to
contradict a basic thesis of this paper, in that it might seem to show that Aristotle thought of Etvat
EVEPYEt~ as an activity of existing; and I will explain why I do not think the passage gives me any
trouble. The text is NE 1168a5-9: 'existence (to Etvat) is an object of choice and love for everyone,
and we exist [i.e., we live] through activity (namely through living and doing, EOJ,lEV EVEPYEt~, tep
~l1v yap Kat 1tpattEtV), and he who has produced a work in some way exists through his activity
(EVEpyEi~ OE 0 1totf)oa<; tO EpyOV EOtt 1tco<;); so he loves his work, because he loves existence. And
this is natural: for the work testifies by activity to what he is in capacity [or: what is in his capacity] (ö
yap EOtt OuVaJ,lEt, tOUto EVEPYEt~ tO EpyOV J,ll1VUEt)'. This passage does not use the phrase Etvat
EVEPYEt~ in the sense of 'be or exist in actuality'; in EOJ,lEV EVEPYEt~, EVEPYEt~ is an instrumental
dative parallel to tep ~l1v and [tep] 1tpattEtV, and ~i1v and 1tpattEtV specify the activity or activities in
question. The two following datives EVEPYEt~ are again instrumental: Aristotle is claiming that the
EpyOV is somehow partially constitutive of the producer' s existence, and so he says that the producer
exists through his EVEpYEta, i.e., through his production of the EpyOV (in the example Aristotle is considering, the EVEpYEta is a EUEpYEOta, the conferral of a benefit; Aristotle is trying to explain why the
EUEPYEt11<; loves the EUEPYEt1l9Et<; more than vice versa). Similarly in the last sentence of the passage,
the EVEpYEta is the production of the work, and res ipsa loquitur, by the concrete evidence of this production (rather than by possibly deceptive verbal declarations), what the producer is capable of. It is
surprising that Aristotle says we exist through the EVEpYEta of living and doing (and conferring benefits etc.), when normally he thinks that we exist (i.e., we are alive rather than dead) simply through
possessing the OuvaJ,lEt<; of these things. But clearly he is extending the normal meaning of 'existence', claiming that it has senses stronger than the normal minimal sense, and that, beyond desiring
to exist in the normal sense, we would also like to exist in the stronger senses (Aristotle needs this
claim to explain why the EUEPYEt11<; loves the EUEpYEt1l9Et<;; cf. the Symposium, and De anima ii 4, on
desiring immortality, and achieving it in a way by begetting offspring). Etvat is not a verb of action or
passion, so it should not have an EVEpYEta-Sense and a ouvaJ,lt<;-sense; but Etvat for living things like
us is identical with ~i1v, and ~i1v (from the Protrepticus onward) does have a stronger EVEPYEta-Sense
and a weaker ouvaJ,lt<;-sense. Properly speaking, Etvat should be identified only with the ouvaJ,lt<;sense of ~i1v; but already in Protrepticus B86, after asserting that 'to live is, for every animal, the
same thing as to exist', Aristotle concludes that the <pPOVtJ,lo<; will exist more than other people do,
and that he will exist most when he EVEPYEt and is 9Ecoprov, since it is when he is performing the highest activity of life that he is living in the strongest sense (the implicit conclusion is that we should
desire contemplation just because we desire existence). The NE passage is just extending the Protrepticus' argument from the case of contemplating to the case of performing benefits, which is (like contemplating) a high human EVEPYEta not performed for the sake of anything else. Existing through an
activity, as described in these passages, is not Etvat EVEPYEt~ in the sense of Metaphysics ix, which is
bare existence and nothing more.
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